
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



The West Virginia Save Our Streams Program has adopted the US Environmental Protection Agency’s 
(US EPA) Volunteer Stream Monitoring: A Methods Manual to provide introductory information 
regarding various concepts in stream ecology and to help volunteer’s better understand the many facets 
of monitoring wadeable streams, rivers and wetlands. The procedures described throughout this manual 
are examples of a variety of techniques used by volunteer and state water quality programs throughout 
the Mid-Atlantic Region.  
 
Note: Certain portions of this manual have been have been modified, for example; additional data sheets 
to help perform a basic visual assessment from the Izaak Walton league and others have been added to 
chapter three, and several WV Save Our Streams stream survey data sheets have been added to 
chapter four. 
 
 

Refer to the program’s standard operating procedure manuals for descriptions of the tasks 
necessary to complete a survey. These are available for downloading from the WV Save Our 
Streams website.  
 
Go to US EPA’s website at (http://www.epa.gov/owow/monitoring/volunteer/stream/) to review 
this manual on-line. Limited printed quantities are available upon request; contact the WV Save 
Our Streams program coordinator by E-mail for details. 
 

 
WV Dept. of Environmental Protection  
Save Our Streams Program  
601 57th Street, SE 
Charleston, WV 25304  
 
Office: (304) 926-0499 Ext. 1040  
Mobile: (304) 389-7630  
E-mail: timothy.d.craddock@wv.gov 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.epa.gov/owow/monitoring/volunteer/stream/
mailto:timothy.d.craddock@wv.gov
http://www.wvdep.org/dwwm/wvsos
http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos
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  Izaak Walton League of America 

Save Our Streams – Stream Walk Survey 
                                                                                                                                                          
 
Name of Stream:_______________________  County:______________ State:_______ Date:_______________ 
 
Why take a stream walk?  
• to learn more about the health of your local stream,  
• to map potential sources of pollution, and;  
• to determine needs for more water quality monitoring, clean-up, and enhancement. 
 
Have Fun, Be Prepared, and Be Safe.  
• Before you leave, make sure someone knows where you are going and about what time you should return.  Do 

not go alone. 
• Take with you: this survey sheet, a notebook, map, and pencils.  And if you have these, take them too: a GPS 

unit, camera, binoculars, thermometer, tape measure, and waterproof boots. 
• Most importantly take a First Aid Kit and cell phone for emergencies!  Your First Aid Kit should include: adhesive 

and cloth bandages, surgical tape, tweezers, pain reliever, anti-histamine, antiseptic spray or ointment, 
hydrogen peroxide, cotton balls, and an instant ice pack.  

 
General Stream Information. (You can answer a lot of these questions by looking at maps and talking to local and 
state conservation staff prior to taking your stream walk.) 
• How long is the stream? _________miles    
• Where does is begin?_______________________      Where does it end?_____________________________ 
• Do other streams flow into this stream? YES/NO   Which ones? _____________________________________ 
• Does this stream flow into other streams? YES/NO Which ones? ____________________________________ 
• What type of land uses does the stream flow through in its watershed? (check all that apply)    

 Rural, such as farmland, forested land or open grasslands   Other ___________________________ 
 Urban, such as cities and towns 
 Suburban, such as housing developments and some open land 

 
Stream Walk Survey Sheet 

(Fill this out as your walk along the stream. You may want to use several copies for long walks to represent various 
areas along the stream, or where an unusual condition appears.) 

 
GPS Coordinates/or Description of Start Location (cross street names, landmarks, etc.):______________________  
GPS Coordinates/or Description of End Location: ____________________________________________________ 
Avg stream width: _______ft.         Avg. stream depth: ________ft.  
Water lever/flow rate is: ______High ______Normal ______Low _____Negligible 
Weather conditions (last 72 hours):_________________________________________________ 
 
What is the stream bed made of? (Check all that apply. Give an estimated % for each description marked.) 

 ___Bedrock (large area of rock covering 
streambed, cannot be removed) 

 ___Boulders (watermelon-size and larger) 
 ___Cobbles (orange-size) 

 ___Gravel (grape-size) 
 ___Sand (smaller than grape-size) 
 ___Silt (smaller than sand and feels silky) 

 
What color is the water?   Clear   Tea-colored   Milky    Muddy    Black    Grey    Other _______________ 
Does the water appear oily on the surface?  YES/NO    Describe:________________________________________ 
Is there foam on the surface of the water?  YES/NO    Describe:_________________________________________ 
 
Do you see trash in or around the stream? YES/NO  
Describe the types of trash and how much you see.____________________________________ If collecting trash 
along your trip, record how many large garbage bags you collect.  ________ (Can some, or all of it, be recycled?  If 
so, you can recycle at your municipal waste facility.) 



 
Do you smell any unusual smells such as oil, sewage, or rotten eggs? YES/NO   
Describe the smells. ___________________________________ (Do not go into any stream with unusual smells. 
Instead, record a description of the smells and the location, and contact your local environmental government 
agency).  
 
Are there any discharge pipes in the stream? YES/NO          If yes, how many? _________ 
What types of pipes are they?  Unknown     Runoff (field or stormwater) describe: __________  

  Sewage Treatment _________       Industrial: type of industry _____________________ 
 
What do you see on the banks of the stream?   Concrete   Soil   Rock   Vegetation/roots 
 
Is there erosion along the banks? YES/NO Describe:  Severe   Moderate   Slight;     One side   Both sides 
 
If there is vegetation growing on the streambanks, what types do you see? 

 Trees (woody plants 6’ or taller)   Shrubs (woody plants shorter than 6’)   Grasses and Vines 
 
Is the land along the stream: 

 Paved     Lawn     Trees      Other ____________________________________________ 
 
Circle the land uses you see while walking along the stream: 

Roads Houses Apartments Schools 
Shopping Malls Crop Fields Golf Courses Pastures 

Parks Mining Sewer Manholes Landfill 
Forest Discharge Pipes Construction Sites Cut Trees 

 
Are there any land uses not listed above? YES/NO 
Indicate location (draw a stream map) and describe each land use. ________________________ 
 

 
Do you see any animal tracks? YES/NO 
Draw pictures of the animal tracks. 
 

 
Do you see any animal houses, such as beaver dams or bird nests? YES/NO 
Describe: _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you see fish? YES/NO   
What size? _____inches        How many?   Scattered Individuals   Scattered Schools (groups) 
What kind? (check box if you can identify the fish you see) 

 Unsure              Trout (pollution sensitive)                 Bass (somewhat pollution sensitive)       
 Catfish (pollution tolerant)               Carp (pollution tolerant)            Other _______________ 

 
What other observations can you make about your stream?  Describe them: ________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
For more information about stream monitoring and stream enhancement projects go to 
www.iwla.org/sos.  
 
Founded in 1922, the Izaak Walton League of America protects America's outdoors through community-based conservation, education, and the promotion 
of outdoor recreation. The League has more than 36,000 members and supporters nationwide 

http://www.iwla.org/sos
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Visual guide to common macroinvertebrates 
 

< 5 5 - 15 15 - 30 30 - 50 > 50 Size ranges (mm) 

Flathead mayfly (L) Spiny-crawler mayfly (L) Brush-legged mayfly (L) Minnow mayfly (M) The purpose of this guide is to provide images 
and common names of benthic macro-
invertebrates that volunteers may collect from 
riffles of streams and rivers.  The guide is not 
complete, it is only meant to distinguish between  
the most common orders and classes, and a few 
common families (kinds).    

 
Insect Groups 
 
Mayflies (order Ephemeroptera) 
 
Three pairs (6 total) of legs; one hooked claw at 
the end of each leg; gills on the abdomen (may 
be covered by plates); 2 or 3 tail filaments and 2 
short antennae. (M – L) 

 
Stoneflies (Order Plecoptera) 
 
Three pairs of legs (6 total); 2 hooked claws at 
the end of each leg; no gills on most of the 
abdomen but may have gills on the legs, thorax 
and upper abdomen; 2 tail filaments and 2 long 
antennae. (M – VL)  
 
Caddisflies (Order Trichoptera) 
. 
Three pairs of legs (6 total); segmented grub-like 
body; some kinds may have gills along lower 
and upper portions of the abdomen; small hair-
like tails or hooks. Case builders may be 
enclosed in a case (retreat) that they construct 
using stream bottom materials such as pebbles, 
sand grains, woody debris, pieces of plant 
material or some combination; others construct 
a net, which consists of materials held together 
by a silk-like thread.  Note: The free-living 
caddisfly does not build a retreat.  The case 
builders often construct a specific case that can 
sometimes help with their identification. The 
common netspinner caddisfly is more tolerant 
than most of the group. The abundant gills on 
the underside of their body, their filamentous 
tails and their particular motion can distinguish 
them. (S – L) 

 
Fishflies and Alderflies (Order Megaloptera) 
 
Three pairs of legs (6 total); filaments along the 
body starting just below the legs; variable tails at 
the end of the abdomen. Alderflies have a long 
tapered tail; hellgrammites have hooked-tails. 
They also have gill-tufts under each of their 
filaments, fishflies and alderflies do not. All 
members of the group have large pinching jaws 
on the head, (M – VL) 

 
Beetles (Order Coleoptera) 
 
Three pairs of legs (6 total); mainly rounded or 
oval shape as adults; a few kinds have tails 
hooks or filaments, hard bodies and visible wing-
pads.  The most commonly encountered beetles 
are the riffle beetle, which is a small dark beetle 
and water penny, which looks like a penny. The 
whirligig beetle larva may have many filaments 
along their bodies similar to fishflies. (VS – L) 
  
Damselflies and Dragonflies (Order Odonata) 
 
Damselflies: Three pairs of legs (6 total); long, 
thin abdomen; large eyes; extended lower lip; 3 
fan like structures, which are actually their gills, 
at the end of the abdomen. (M – L) 
 
Dragonflies: Three pairs of legs (6 total); 
extended lower lip; large eyes; rounded or 
extended abdomen; no gills on the abdomen; no 
tails but may have knobs or points on the 
abdomen that resemble tails. (M – VL) 

    
Prong-gilled mayfly (L) Burrowing mayfly (L) Common stonefly (L) Green stonefly (L) 

   
Brown stonefly (L) Small winter stonefly (L) Giant stonefly (L) Common netspinner (M) 

   
 

Finger-net caddisfly (L) Free-living caddisfly (L) Northern-case (M) Humpless-case (L) 

   
Saddle-case (L) Longhorn-case (L) Dragonfly (M) Damselfly (H) 

    

Low (L) Moderate (M) High (H) Tolerance rating scale  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
The tolerance ratings are based upon the organisms’ ability to withstand changes to their 
environment (i.e. pollution), mostly from human influences. 

(VS) (S) (M) (L) (VL) 
 

http://www.dep.wv.gov/WWE/getinvolved/sos/Documents/Macroinvertebrates/WVSOS_MacroinvertebrateGuide.htm


Visual guide to common macroinvertebrates 
 

< 5 5 - 15 15 - 30 30 - 50 > 50 Size ranges (mm) 

Riffle beetle adult (M) Riffle beetle larva (M) Alderfly (M) Hellgrammite (L) True Flies (Order Diptera) 
 
No legs or may have structures that resemble 
legs (false-legs); mainly segmented grub-like or 
worm-like bodies; tiny hair-like tails, lobes, 
tentacles or other structures at the end of their 
abdomen (or no tails); often a distinct head can 
be seen, but on other kinds no head is visible. 
Many different kinds of flies are encountered, 
the more common kinds include the crane flies, 
most have no legs, a plump segmented body 
and numerous tentacles or bulbous structures; 
watersnipe flies has false legs and a forked 
hooked tail, looks similar to a caterpillar; black 
flies have a bowling pin or vase shape and fan-
like structure on their head; non-biting midges 
are usually very small with a thread-like or 
worm-like body (some are red in color) with a 
very erratic wriggling motion. There are many 
more Diptera that are sometimes collected, but 
the only the images of the biting midge, dixid 
midge and dance fly are shown here. (VS – L) 

 
Non-Insects 
 

(VS) (S) (M) (L) (VL) 
 

Crayfish, Scuds and Sowbugs (Sub-phylum 
Crustacea) 
 
More than three pairs (more than 6 total) of legs; 
claws on the first several pairs of legs, which 
may be enlarged; long antenna.  This group 
includes the crayfish, which looks like a small 
lobster, scuds also called sideswimmers 
resemble a shrimp and are flattened from side to 
side, and the aquatic sowbugs, which 
resemble a pill bug and are flattened from top to 
bottom.  (M – VL) 

 
Leeches and Worms (Phylum Annelida) 
 
Worm-like appearance; no legs and many 
segments along the entire length of the body. 
This group includes the aquatic worms and 
leeches. The suckers on both ends of their body 
distinguish the leeches from other annelids.  
Flatworms are also sometimes collected, but 
they are not truly Annelids, they belong to the 
phylum Platyhelminthes.  An image of the 
flatworm is not provided. (M – VL) 

 
Clams and Mussels (Class Bivalvia) 
 
Two cup-shaped shells connected by a hinged 
structure; the shell is made of calcium carbonate 
and is usually very strong and hard to open. 
Mussels have an oblong rough, often dark color 
shell. Most clams are smaller and have a 
rounded shell. The Asian clam can be 
distinguished from the native pea clam by the 
raised ridges; pea clams are often smaller and 
its shell feels smooth to the touch. (S – L) 

 
Snails (Class Gastropoda) 
 
Single coiled shell that mostly opens to the right 
when the point is held facing towards you. 
Operculate snails have an operculum “a door 
that shuts the shell” and are commonly known 
as gilled snails.  Some have shells that open to 
the left when the point is held facing towards 
you; shells also may be rounded flat or coiled. 
Many of these are non-operculate snails that 
do not have an operculum and are commonly 
known as pouch or pond snails. (S – L) 
 
Images courtesy of the University of Minnesota’s 
Water Research Center; used with permission  

  
Water penny (L) Black fly (M) Crane fly (M) Watersnipe fly (L) 

  

Non-biting midge (H) Biting midge (H) Dixid midge (H) Dance fly (H) 

  
Crayfish (M) Sc mmer M) Aquatic sowbug (H) 

 

 

ud/Sideswi ( Aquatic worm (H) 

  

) Cl  M  Leech (H ams (M) ussels (L) Snails (M) 

 

 
 

 

Note: The image sizes are not proportional nor do they represent actual sizes; in some cases 
colors can be variable.  Color and size should not be used as distinguishing characteristics w

ttempting to identify benthic macroinvertebrates.  Not all families th
hen 

at may be collected are 
rawn in lateral of top views. 

Learn more at: http://dep.wv.gov/sos

a
shown here. Most of the images are d
 

 
     

 

http://wrc.umn.edu/pubs/watersqq/guidetoaquaticinverts/index.htm
http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos
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Stream Name:

County: State:

Investigators:

Site (description):

Latitude: Longitude:

Site or Map Number:

Date: Time:

STREAM HABITSTREAM HABITSTREAM HABITSTREAM HABITSTREAM HABITAAAAAT T T T T WWWWWALKALKALKALKALK

Weather in past 24 hours: Weather now:

❑ Storm (heavy rain) ❑ Storm (heavy rain)

❑ Rain (steady rain) ❑ Rain (steady rain)

❑ Showers (intermittent rain) ❑ Showers (intermittent rain)

❑ Overcast ❑ Overcast

❑ Clear/Sunny ❑ Clear/Sunny



Sketch of site
On your sketch, note features that affect stream habitat, such as: riffles, runs, pools, ditches, wetlands, dams, riprap,
outfalls, tributaries, landscape features, logging paths, vegetation, and roads.



       θ  Somewhat/not embedded (0-25%)    θ   Mostly embedded (75%)

       θ  Halfway embedded (50%)              θ   Completely embedded (100%)

 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. Presence of logs or large woody debris in stream:Presence of logs or large woody debris in stream:Presence of logs or large woody debris in stream:Presence of logs or large woody debris in stream:Presence of logs or large woody debris in stream:

θ   None  θ  Occasional       θ  Plentiful

  5.  5.  5.  5.  5. Presence of naturally-occurring organic materialPresence of naturally-occurring organic materialPresence of naturally-occurring organic materialPresence of naturally-occurring organic materialPresence of naturally-occurring organic material
(i.e., leaves and twigs, etc.) in stream:(i.e., leaves and twigs, etc.) in stream:(i.e., leaves and twigs, etc.) in stream:(i.e., leaves and twigs, etc.) in stream:(i.e., leaves and twigs, etc.) in stream:

θ   None  θ  Occasional       θ  Plentiful

  6.  6.  6.  6.  6. Water appearance:Water appearance:Water appearance:Water appearance:Water appearance:

θ   Clear  θ  Light brown       θ  Orange
θ   Milky  θ  Dark brown       θ  Greenish
θ   Foamy  θ  Oily sheen       θ  Other
θ   Turbid

  7.  7.  7.  7.  7. Water odor:Water odor:Water odor:Water odor:Water odor:

θ   Sewage  θ  Fishy       θ  None
θ   Chlorine  θ  Rotten eggs       θ  Other

  8.  8.  8.  8.  8. Water temperature:Water temperature:Water temperature:Water temperature:Water temperature:

_________ ° C     or     _________ ° F

In-Stream CharacteristicsIn-Stream CharacteristicsIn-Stream CharacteristicsIn-Stream CharacteristicsIn-Stream Characteristics

PHYSICAL CHARAPHYSICAL CHARAPHYSICAL CHARAPHYSICAL CHARAPHYSICAL CHARA CTERIZACTERIZACTERIZACTERIZACTERIZATIONTIONTIONTIONTION

  1.  1.  1.  1.  1. Check which stream habitats are present:Check which stream habitats are present:Check which stream habitats are present:Check which stream habitats are present:Check which stream habitats are present:
(You can check more than 1 habitat)

❑  Pool(s)          θ   Riffle(s)           θ   Run(s)

  2. Nature of particles in the stream bottom at site

None/Little Some Most

Silt/Clay/Mud ❑ ❑ ❑

Sand  (up to 0.1" in diam.) ❑ ❑ ❑

Gravel (0.1 - 2" in diam.) ❑ ❑ ❑

Cobbles (2 - 10" in diam.) ❑ ❑ ❑

Boulders (over 10" in diam.) ❑ ❑ ❑

Bedrock (solid) ❑ ❑ ❑

  3.  3.  3.  3.  3. Pick the category that best describes the extent toPick the category that best describes the extent toPick the category that best describes the extent toPick the category that best describes the extent toPick the category that best describes the extent to
which gravel, cobbles, and boulders on the streamwhich gravel, cobbles, and boulders on the streamwhich gravel, cobbles, and boulders on the streamwhich gravel, cobbles, and boulders on the streamwhich gravel, cobbles, and boulders on the stream
bottom are embedded (sunk) in silt, sand, or mud.bottom are embedded (sunk) in silt, sand, or mud.bottom are embedded (sunk) in silt, sand, or mud.bottom are embedded (sunk) in silt, sand, or mud.bottom are embedded (sunk) in silt, sand, or mud.

     Page 48

     Page 48

     Page 49

     Page 49

     Page 49

     Page 49

     Page 50

     Page 50

Streambank and Channel CharacteristicsStreambank and Channel CharacteristicsStreambank and Channel CharacteristicsStreambank and Channel CharacteristicsStreambank and Channel Characteristics

  9.  9.  9.  9.  9. (a) Approximate depth of run(s):(a) Approximate depth of run(s):(a) Approximate depth of run(s):(a) Approximate depth of run(s):(a) Approximate depth of run(s):
θ   < 1 ft θ   1-2 ft θ   > 2 ft

(b) Approximate depth of pool(s):(b) Approximate depth of pool(s):(b) Approximate depth of pool(s):(b) Approximate depth of pool(s):(b) Approximate depth of pool(s):
θ   < 1 ft θ   1-2 ft θ   > 2 ft

  10.  10.  10.  10.  10. Approximate width of stream channel:Approximate width of stream channel:Approximate width of stream channel:Approximate width of stream channel:Approximate width of stream channel:

_________ feet   θ  measured θ   estimated

  11.  11.  11.  11.  11. Stream velocity:Stream velocity:Stream velocity:Stream velocity:Stream velocity:     _________ ft/sec.

  12.  12.  12.  12.  12. Looking upstream (100 yds.), pick the description thatLooking upstream (100 yds.), pick the description thatLooking upstream (100 yds.), pick the description thatLooking upstream (100 yds.), pick the description thatLooking upstream (100 yds.), pick the description that
best fits the shape of the stream bank and the channel.best fits the shape of the stream bank and the channel.best fits the shape of the stream bank and the channel.best fits the shape of the stream bank and the channel.best fits the shape of the stream bank and the channel.

(a) Stream bank:(a) Stream bank:(a) Stream bank:(a) Stream bank:(a) Stream bank:

                    Left                                              Right
θ Vertical/undercut θ
θ Steeply sloping (> 30° ) θ
θ Gradual/no slope (< 30° ) θ

(b) Extent of artificial bank modifications:(b) Extent of artificial bank modifications:(b) Extent of artificial bank modifications:(b) Extent of artificial bank modifications:(b) Extent of artificial bank modifications:

                    Left                                              Right
θ Bank 0-25% covered θ
θ Bank 25-50% covered θ
θ Bank 50-75% covered θ
θ Bank 75-100% covered θ

(c) Shape of the channel:(c) Shape of the channel:(c) Shape of the channel:(c) Shape of the channel:(c) Shape of the channel:

θ   Narrow, deep θ   Wide, deep
θ   Narrow, shallow θ   Wide, shallow

  13.  13.  13.  13.  13. Looking upstream (100 yds.), describe theLooking upstream (100 yds.), describe theLooking upstream (100 yds.), describe theLooking upstream (100 yds.), describe theLooking upstream (100 yds.), describe the
streamside cover. Check “1” if present, “2” if commonstreamside cover. Check “1” if present, “2” if commonstreamside cover. Check “1” if present, “2” if commonstreamside cover. Check “1” if present, “2” if commonstreamside cover. Check “1” if present, “2” if common

(a) Along water's edge and stream bank only:(a) Along water's edge and stream bank only:(a) Along water's edge and stream bank only:(a) Along water's edge and stream bank only:(a) Along water's edge and stream bank only:

  Left Left Left Left Left                                            Right                                           Right                                           Right                                           Right                                           Right
1       21       21       21       21       2 1       21       21       21       21       2
θ       θ Trees θ       θ
θ       θ Bushes, shrubs θ       θ
θ       θ Tall grasses, ferns, etc. θ       θ
θ       θ Lawn θ       θ
θ       θ Boulders/rocks θ       θ
θ       θ Gravel/sand θ       θ
θ       θ Bare soil θ       θ
θ       θ Pavement, structures θ       θ

     Page 50

     Page 50

     Page 50

     Page 50

     Page 51



                         (b) From the top of the streambank out to 25 yards.

     Left   Left   Left   Left   Left                                               Right                                              Right                                              Right                                              Right                                              Right
1       21       21       21       21       2 1       21       21       21       21       2
θ       θ Trees θ       θ
θ       θ Bushes, shrubs θ       θ
θ       θ Tall grasses, ferns, etc. θ       θ
θ       θ Lawn θ       θ
θ       θ Boulders/rocks θ       θ
θ       θ Gravel/sand θ       θ
θ       θ Bare soil θ       θ
θ       θ Pavement, structures θ       θ

  14.14.14.14.14. Pick the category that best describes the extent toPick the category that best describes the extent toPick the category that best describes the extent toPick the category that best describes the extent toPick the category that best describes the extent to
which vegetation shades the stream at your site.which vegetation shades the stream at your site.which vegetation shades the stream at your site.which vegetation shades the stream at your site.which vegetation shades the stream at your site.

θ   0% θ   25% θ   50% θ   75% θ   100%

  15.15.15.15.15. Looking upstream, note general conditions. CheckLooking upstream, note general conditions. CheckLooking upstream, note general conditions. CheckLooking upstream, note general conditions. CheckLooking upstream, note general conditions. Check
“1” if present, “2” if severe problem is clearly“1” if present, “2” if severe problem is clearly“1” if present, “2” if severe problem is clearly“1” if present, “2” if severe problem is clearly“1” if present, “2” if severe problem is clearly

 Left Left Left Left Left           Right          Right          Right          Right          Right
11111 22222 Stream BanksStream BanksStream BanksStream BanksStream Banks 11111 22222
θ θ Natural streamside plant cover degraded θ θ
θ θ Banks collapsed/eroded θ θ
θ θ Garbage/junk adjacent to the stream θ θ
θ θ Foam or sheen on bank θ θ

11111 22222 Stream ChannelStream ChannelStream ChannelStream ChannelStream Channel 11111 22222
θ θ Mud, silt, or sand in or entering the stream θ θ
θ θ Garbage/junk in the stream θ θ

1     21     21     21     21     2 OtherOtherOtherOtherOther 1     21     21     21     21     2
θ θ Yard waste on bank (grass, clippings, etc.) θ θ
θ θ Livestock in or with unrestricted access to stream θ θ
θ θ Actively discharging pipe(s) θ θ
θ θ Other pipe(s) entering the stream θ θ
θ θ Ditches entering the stream θ θ

Local Watershed Characteristics

(within about 1/4 mile of the site; adjacent and upstream)

16.16.16.16.16. Land uses in the local watershed can potentially haveLand uses in the local watershed can potentially haveLand uses in the local watershed can potentially haveLand uses in the local watershed can potentially haveLand uses in the local watershed can potentially have
an impact on a stream. Check “1” if present, “2” ifan impact on a stream. Check “1” if present, “2” ifan impact on a stream. Check “1” if present, “2” ifan impact on a stream. Check “1” if present, “2” ifan impact on a stream. Check “1” if present, “2” if
clearly having an impact on the stream.clearly having an impact on the stream.clearly having an impact on the stream.clearly having an impact on the stream.clearly having an impact on the stream.

11111 22222 ResidentialResidentialResidentialResidentialResidential
θ θ Single-family housing
θ θ Multifamily housing
θ θ Lawns
θ θ Commercial/institutional

11111 22222 Roads, etcRoads, etcRoads, etcRoads, etcRoads, etc .
θ θ Paved roads or bridges
θ θ Unpaved roads

11111 22222 Construction underway on:Construction underway on:Construction underway on:Construction underway on:Construction underway on:
θ θ Housing development
θ θ Commercial development
θ θ Road bridge construction/repair

11111 22222 AgriculturalAgriculturalAgriculturalAgriculturalAgricultural
θ θ Grazing land
θ θ Feeding lots or animal holding areas
θ θ Cropland
θ θ Inactive agricultural land/fields

11111 22222 RecreationRecreationRecreationRecreationRecreation
θ θ Power boating
θ θ Golfing
θ θ Camping
θ θ Swimming/fishing/canoeing
θ θ Hiking/paths

11111 22222 OtherOtherOtherOtherOther
θ θ Mining or gravel pits
θ θ Logging
θ θ Industry
θ θ Oil and gas drilling
θ θ Trash dump
θ θ Landfills
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BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION

 VISUAL BIOLOGICAL SURVEY

17. Wildlife in or around the stream? (Mark all that apply)

θ   Amphibians θ   Waterfowl θ   Reptiles θ   Mammals

18. Fish in the stream? (Mark all that apply)

θ   No θ   Yes, but rare θ   Yes, abundant

θ   Small (1-2 in.) θ   Medium (3-6 in.) θ   Large (7 in. and above)

  Are there any barriers to fish movement?

θ   Beaver dams θ   Waterfalls > 1' θ   None

θ   Dams θ   Road barriers θ   Other ________

19. Aquatic plants in the stream.  (Mark all that apply)

θ   None θ   Occasional θ   Plentiful

θ   Attached θ   Free-floating

θ   Stream margin θ   Pools θ   Near riffle

20. Extent of algae in the stream.  (Mark all that apply)

(a) Are the submerged stones, twigs, or other material in the
stream coated with a layer of algal “slime”?

θ   None θ   Occasional θ   Plentiful

θ   Light coating θ   Heavy coating

θ   Brownish θ   Greenish θ   Other ________

(b) Are there any filamentous (string-like) algae?

θ   None θ   Occasional θ   Plentiful

θ   Brownish θ   Greenish θ   Other ________

(c) Are any detached “clumps” or “mats” of algae floating on the
water’s surface?

θ   None θ   Occasional θ   Plentiful

θ   Brownish θ   Greenish θ   Other ________

COMMENTS: COMMENTS: COMMENTS: COMMENTS: COMMENTS: (Note changes or potential problems such as spills,
new  construction, type of discharging pipes)

MACROINVERTEBRATE SURVEY
(Optional)

21.  If macroinvertebrates were collected from the stream
 bottom, which type of method/habitat was selected?

θ   Rock-rubbing method: From cobbles and large stones selected
from riffles.

θ   Stick-picking method: From woody objects in streams with sandy,
silty bottoms.

θ   Leaf-pack sorting method: From  submerged leaves in streams with
either a rocky or sandy, silty bottom.

22.  Are macroinvertebrates present?

θ   No θ   Yes, but rare θ   Yes, abundant

23.  If present, describe the types of macroinvertebrates
       found.

      (Mark all that apply)

Wormlike θ   Occasional θ   Plentiful

Snails/clamlike θ   Occasional θ   Plentiful

Insects θ   Occasional θ   Plentiful

Crayfish θ   Occasional θ   Plentiful
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http://www.wvdep.org/dwwm/wvsos/Kick_net.cfm
http://bioquip.com/html/view_prodpics.asp?CatalogNum=7437C
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Level-One Survey Data Sheet 
 

 

(1) Determine your stream-reach boundary; this is a stream length up to 100-meters, which may be more or 
less under certain circumstances.  (2) Near the lower end of the reach (in the deepest portion of the run), 
collect water samples and analyze using the chemical tests you have available.  You may use your collection 
container to observe watercolor and clarity and to determine water odors.  (3) Measure the width-depth and 
velocity, and estimate the water level.  (4) Using a kick-net, collect a minimum of three benthic macro-
invertebrate samples from the best riffles or runs within your stream reach. Use the tally sheet on page three 
to record information about your collections.   (5) Evaluate the physical and habitat conditions, and record 
information about known land use activities.  (6) Sketch your reach or submit photographs with the survey, 
and add any other comments that you feel are important for evaluating the conditions of your study site. 

 
Stream name  Survey date  
Watershed  County  
Latitude  Longitude  Directions   
 Start/end times  
Survey completed by  Station code  
Affiliation  E-mail  
Mailing 
address 

  Phone number  
 

 
Water chemistry: Use the boxes below to record the results of your water chemistry analysis; attach additional sheets if necessary. 
 
 Result units  Result units  Result units 

Temperature (C/F)   Conductivity   Alkalinity   
Dissolved oxygen   Nitrate/Nitrite   Metals (describe)   

pH   Phosphate   Fecal/E-coli   
Additional tests (describe and record results)  
 
 
 
Physical conditions: Use the check boxes below to describe the conditions that closely resemble those of your stream. The extra lines are 
provided to write in any additional comments. You may see more than one type of condition; if so, be sure to indicate these on your survey 
(check all that apply). If multiple conditions are observed, always indicate the most dominant condition.  Note:  If the condition you observe is 
not listed, describe it in the comment section. 
 
Water clarity Water color Water odor Surface foam 
    

Clear  None  None  None  
Murky  Brown  Fishy  Slight  
Milky  Black  Musky  Moderate  

Muddy  Orange/red  Rotten egg  High  
Other (describe)  Gray/White  Sewage   

 Green  Chemical   
 
Algae color Algae abundance Algae growth habit Streambed color 

    
Light green  None  Even coating  Brown  
Dark green  Scattered  Hairy  Black  

Brown  Moderate  Matted  Green  
Other (describe)  Heavy  Floating  White/gray  

    Orange/red  
 
Physical condition comments:  
 
 

Estimate the % of your reach that is shaded > 80 80 - 60 60 - 40 < 40 
Excellent Good Fair Poor 

 

Circle your estimate 
 

http://www.bioquip.com/html/view_prodpics.asp?CatalogNum=7436&P=1


Level-one survey data sheet 

   Station code   81  Date(s)  
 

 
Width and depth measurements: Record the wetted width and average depth from at least one of the channel’s habitats (riffle, run or pool).  
Record the average depth from a minimum of five measurements (one of these should be from the deepest part of the habitat).  The width 
should be measured from the widest section of the feature.  Be sure to indicate the type(s) of habitat that you have chosen.  It is best to 
complete this task during your discharge measurements.                
 

 
1. Width (feet)  Depth (feet)  Riffle Run Pool 

       
 

2. Width (feet)  Depth (feet)  
 
Habitat conditions: Rate the habitat conditions by choosing the best description for the reach.  Bank stability and riparian buffer width are 
assessed on both the left and right side of the stream.  Indicate your choice by writing O, S, M or P in the spaces provided. 
 

Point values 8 6 4 2 

Embeddedness  
Fine sediments surrounds 
<10% of the spaces 
between the gravel, cobble 
and boulders. 

 
Fine sediment surrounds 
10-30% of the spaces 
between the gravel, cobble 
and boulders. 

 
Fine sediment surrounds 
30-60% of the spaces 
between the gravel, cobble 
and boulders. 

 
Fine sediment surrounds 
> 60% of the spaces 
between the gravel, 
cobble and boulders. 

  Optimal Suboptimal Marginal Poor 
 

Embeddedness should be evaluated in riffles/runs prior to or during your macroinvertebrate collections. 
 

Sediment deposition 

Little or no formation of 
depositional features; < 
20% of the reach affected.   
 

See below for examples 

Some increase in 
depositional features; 20-
40% of the reach affected. 

Moderate amounts of 
depositional features; 40-
60% of the reach affected. 

Heavy amounts of 
deposition; > 60% of the 
reach affected. 

  Optimal Suboptimal Marginal Poor 
 

The next two conditions are evaluated on both the left and the right sides of the stream. 
 

Point values 4 3 2 1 

Bank stability 

Banks are stable; no 
evidence of erosion or bank 
failure; little or no potential 
for future problems; < 10% 
of the reach affected. 

Banks are moderately 
stable; infrequent areas of 
erosion occur, mostly 
shown by banks healed 
over or a few bare spots; 
10-30 % of the reach 
affected. 

Banks are moderately 
unstable; 30-50% of the 
reach has some areas of 
erosion; high potential 
for erosion during 
flooding events. 

Banks are unstable; many 
have eroded areas (bare 
soils) along straight 
sections or bends; obvious 
bank collapse or failure; > 
50% affected. 

   Optimal Suboptimal Marginal Poor 

Riparian buffer width 

Mainly undisturbed 
vegetation > 60 ft; no 
evidence of human impacts 
such as parking lots, road 
beds, clear-cuts, mowed 
areas, crops, lawns etc. 

Zone of undisturbed 
vegetation 40-60 ft; some 
areas of disturbance 
evident. 

Zone of undisturbed 
vegetation 20-40 ft; 
disturbed areas common 
throughout the reach. 

Zone of undisturbed 
vegetation < 20 ft; 
disturbed areas common 
throughout the entire 
reach. 

   Optimal Suboptimal Marginal Poor 

Totals  > 26 26 – 20 19 – 13 < 13 
Optimal Suboptimal Marginal Poor 

 
Habitat condition comments:  
 
 
 
Sediment deposition may cause the formation of islands, point bars (areas of increased deposition usually at the beginning of a meander that 
increase in size as the channel is diverted toward the outer bank) or shoals, or result in the filling of runs and pools. Usually deposition is evident in 
areas that are obstructed by natural or manmade debris and areas where the stream flow decreases, such as bends. 
 

http://watermonitoring.uwex.edu/pdf/level1/FactSeries-HabitatAssessment.pdf
http://www.dep.wv.gov/WWE/getinvolved/sos/Documents/Additional%20Resources/RGA_PictureKey(Maine).pdf


Level-one survey data sheet 

   Station code   82  Date(s)  

 
Streambed composition: You should always collect information about the composition of your reach.  You can either estimate the 
proportions or you use a pebble count for a more accurate measure of composition.  At a minimum you should estimate composition of the 
riffles within your reach.  The size categories are determined by the (B) axis measured in millimeters.  Did you estimate  or count 

 ?  Use the table below to record your data. 
 

Woody debris  Includes sticks, leaves etc. 
 

Silt/clay Sand Fine gravel Coarse gravel Cobble Boulder  Bedrock 
< 0.06 0.06 – 2 2 - 24 25 - 64 65 - 255 256 - 1096 > 1096 

Very small; having a 
smooth slick feel 

Very small; having a 
grainy feel Pea to tennis ball Tennis ball to basketball Basketball to car size Usually larger than a 

car; solid surface 

       

Riffle only  Entire reach   

 

(A) Long axis (Length) 
(B) Intermediate axis (Width) 
(C) Short axis (Height) 

Pebble counts require two people, one in the stream and one on shore. The person in the stream 
walks upstream from bank to bank using a zigzag pattern. After each step the person reaches 
down without looking, picks up the first particle touched, and measures the intermediate axis with 
a ruler. The on-shore partner records the measurement. The process continues until 100 pebbles 
have been measured or the reach has been walked.  For a quick estimate, the coordinator 
recommends that 50 be collected from the entire reach and 20 if collecting from riffles only. 

 
Land use: Indicate the land uses that you believe may be having an impact on your stream station.  Use the letters (S) streamside, (M) within 
¼ mile and (W) somewhere in the watershed, to indicate the approximate location of the disturbance and the numbers (1) slight, (2) moderate 
or (3) high, to represent the level of disturbance. 
 
Active construction   Pastureland   Single-family residences   
Mountaintop mining   Cropland   Sub-urban developments   
Deep mining   Intensive feedlots   Parking lots, strip-malls etc.   
Abandoned mining   Unpaved Roads   Paved Roads   
Logging   Trash dumps   Bridges   
Oil and gas wells   Landfills   Other (describe)   
Recreation (parks, trails etc.)   Industrial areas      
  Pipes? Yes No  
 

Describe the types of pipes observed and indicate if there is any discharge from the pipes.  Also describe the colors and odors of the 
discharge, and provide any other land-use comments.  
 
 
Photograph and sketch your study reach: Use the space below to draw your study reach.  Indicate the direction of flow, sample locations 
and important features of the reach. Photographs are an excellent method for tracking changes, especially changes related to the condition of 
the habitat.  Choose at least two locations from which to take your photos and submit your photos with your survey data sheet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.clallam.net/streamkeepers/assets/applets/SketchMap.pdf


Level-one survey data sheet 

   Station code   83  Date(s)  
 

 
Benthic macroinvertebrates: Use the table below to record information about your collections.  Record their abundance using these codes: 
(A) > 50, (C) 5 – 50 and (R) < 5 and also record the number of different kinds.  The # of kind’s box indicates groups in which multiple kinds 
(families) are possible. If collected, include the free-living caddisfly with the other net-spinners.  Illustrations courtesy of the Cacapon Institute; 
Jennifer Gillies, artist 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Case-builders 

Stoneflies # of kinds  Mayflies # of kinds  Caddisflies # of kinds  

 

 

 

 

Common netspinner 

 

 

Other net-spinners 

Dragonflies # of kinds  Caddisfly  Caddisflies # of kinds  

 
 

 

 

 

 

Damselflies # of kinds  Riffle beetle  Water penny  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fishfly/Hellgrammite  Alderfly  Other beetles # of kinds  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Midges  Black fly  Crane fly  

  
 

 

 

 

Watersnipe fly  Other flies # of kinds  Crayfish  

 
 

 

 

 

 

Clams # of kinds  Mussel  Scud/Sideswimmer  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Operculate snails # of kinds  Non-operculate snails # of kinds  Aquatic sowbug  

 

 
 

   

Aquatic worm  Leech  Flatworm  
 

Other aquatic life observed or collected:  
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_(biology)
http://www.epa.gov/bioindicators/html/caddisflies_ryacophilidae.html
http://www.cacaponinstitute.org/


Level-one survey data sheet 

   Station code   84  Date(s)  
 

 
Stream Score 
 
After the sorting and identifications is complete, the macroinvertebrates are assessed using four metrics. First, transform your abundance 
rating into numbers using this code (A = 6; C = 3; R = 1) and follow the instructions below to complete all calculations.  The light gray shading 
indicates that multiple kinds are possible. 
 
1. Biotic Index: Multiply the abundance number by the tolerance value to calculate the tolerance score.  Add the entire tolerance score 

column and the abundance column.  Divide the tolerance total by the abundance total. 
2. Total Taxa: Calculate the total number of kinds. 
3. EPT Taxa: Calculate the total number of kinds from the stoneflies, mayflies, and all caddisflies. 
 
The final step is to determine a point value for each metric.  These points are added together to determine your overall stream score and 
integrity rating. 
  

Benthic macroinvertebrates Abundance Tolerance Tolerance  Number of 
Value Score Kinds 

Stoneflies (Order Plecoptera)  2   
Mayflies (Order Ephemeroptera)  3   
Case-building caddisflies (Order Trichoptera)  3   
Net-spinning caddisflies (Order Trichoptera)  4   
Common netspinner (Family Hydropsychidae)  5   
Dragonflies (Sub-order Anisoptera)  4   
Damselflies (Sub-order Zygoptera)  7   
Riffle beetle (Family Elmidae)  4   
Water penny (Family Psephenidae)  3    
Other beetles (Order Coleoptera)  6    
Hellgrammite (Family Corydalidae)  3   
Alderfly (Family Sialidae)  6   
Non-biting midge (Family Chironomidae)  8   
Black fly (Family Simuliidae)  6   
Crane fly (Family Tipulidae)  4   
Watersnipe fly (Family Athericidae)  3    
Other true flies (Order Diptera)  7    
Water mite (Order Hydrachnida)  6    
Crayfish (Order Decapoda)  5   
Sideswimmer (Order Amphipoda)   5    
Aquatic sowbug (Order Isopoda)   7    
Operculate snails (Sub-class Prosobranchia)   4   
Non-operculate snails (Sub-class Pulmonata)   7   
Clams (Order Veneroida)  6   
Mussel (Family Unionidae)  4    
Aquatic worm (Class Oligochaeta)  10   
Leech (Class Hirudinea)   10     
Flatworm (Class Turbellaria)   7     
Other invertebrates (describe) Total   Total Total Taxa 

(Kinds)  Abundance Tolerance 
   

 
Metrics Results Points 10 7 5 3 

1. Total Taxa   > 18 18 - 13 12 - 8 < 8 
2. EPT Taxa   > 10 10 - 7 6 - 4 < 4 
3. Biotic Index   < 4.0 4.0 – 5.0 5.1 – 6.0 > 6.0 

 

Stream Score   Integrity Rating 
> 24 24 - 19 18 - 12 < 12 

 Optimal Suboptimal Marginal Poor 
 

http://www.epa.gov/owow/monitoring/volunteer/stream/108.html
http://watermonitoring.uwex.edu/wav/monitoring/coordinator/ecology/plecoptera.html
http://watermonitoring.uwex.edu/wav/monitoring/coordinator/ecology/ephem.html
http://watermonitoring.uwex.edu/wav/monitoring/coordinator/ecology/trichoptera.html
http://watermonitoring.uwex.edu/wav/monitoring/coordinator/ecology/trichoptera.html
http://www.epa.gov/bioindicators/html/caddisflies_hydropsychidae.html
http://watermonitoring.uwex.edu/wav/monitoring/coordinator/ecology/odonata.html
http://watermonitoring.uwex.edu/wav/monitoring/coordinator/ecology/odonata.html
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon14.htm
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon43.htm
http://watermonitoring.uwex.edu/wav/monitoring/coordinator/ecology/coleoptera.html
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/dobsonflies.htm
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon48.htm
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon10.htm
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon49.htm
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon50.htm
http://www.troutnut.com/hatch/894/True-Fly-Athericidae-Watersnipe-Flies
http://watermonitoring.uwex.edu/wav/monitoring/coordinator/ecology/diptera.html
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon01.htm
http://www.science.marshall.edu/jonest/Crayfish%20web%20page/crayfishes_of_west_virginia.htm
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon02.htm
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon28.htm
http://www.ndfreshwaterinverts.vcsu.edu/php/mainkey.php?id=Gastropoda2a&idnum=23&p=Mollusca
http://www.ndfreshwaterinverts.vcsu.edu/php/mainkey.php?id=Gastropoda3a&idnum=23&p=Mollusca
http://www.ndfreshwaterinverts.vcsu.edu/php/detail.php?idnum=23&p=Mollusca&c=Bivalvia&show=68&o=Veneroida&ls=adult
http://www.ndfreshwaterinverts.vcsu.edu/php/detail.php?idnum=23&p=Mollusca&c=Bivalvia&show=69&o=Unionoida&ls=adult
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon35.htm
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon24.htm
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon38.htm


Level-one survey data sheet 

   Station code   85  Date(s)  
 

 
Discharge: Determine the discharge by using a flow meter (if available) or other methods such as the float method or the velocity head rod 
method (VHR).  Discharge should always be measured from a run.  The more measurements collected the more accurate your discharge 
results will be.  To convert inches into feet divide by 12.  For example, if your depth measurement was 6-inches the result in feet would be 
0.5.  Indicate the method and use the tables to record your results. 
 
Discharge method used  Water Level 

 
               

Float Velocity Head Rod Flow meter Low Normal High      Dry 
Channel width  feet 

 
Tape distance (ft) Depth (ft) Velocity (ft/sec) VHR (Rise-inches) Float (sec) Discharge (cfs) 
1       
2       
3       
4       
5       
6       
7       
8       
9       

10       
11       
12       
13       
14       
15       
16       

Totals/Averages      
 

 
Cross Sectional Area (CSA)  

  
ft2 

(CSA = Average Depth x Width) 

 

Discharge = CSA x Velocity 
 

=  x  
=  cfs (ft3/sec) 

 
If you use a float record your distance below and the number of 
seconds it took to travel the distance in the column indicated.             
Float distance (feet) ______________ 

 

VHR rises and velocities. 
Rise (R) Velocity Rise (R) Velocity 

¼ 1.2 3 ¼ 4.2 
½ 1.6 3 ½ 4.3 
¾ 2.0 3 ¾ 4.5 
1 2.3 4 4.6 

1 ¼ 2.6 4 ¼ 4.8 
1 ½ 2.8 4 ½ 4.9 
1 ¾ 3.1 4 ¾ 5.0 
2 3.3 5 5.2 

2 ¼ 3.5 5 ¼ 5.3 
2 ½ 3.7 5 ½ 5.4 
2 ¾ 3.8 5 ¾ 5.5 
3 4.0 6 5.7 

 

 
Submit a clear copy or the original data sheet to the coordinator at address below.  If you submit the original, always keep a copy for your 
records. 
 

West Virginia Dept. of Environmental Protection 
Save Our Streams Program 

601 57th Street, SE 
Charleston, WV  25304 

 
 

If you have questions or comments contact the program coordinator by E-mail at: timothy.d.craddock@wv.gov, call (304) 926-0499 Ext. 
1040 or visit the program’s web page at: http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos.  
 

 

http://www.waterwatch.org.au/publications/module4/flow.html#4
http://www.waterwatch.org.au/publications/module4/flow.html#5
http://www.waterwatch.org.au/publications/module4/flow.html#5
http://www.waterwatch.org.au/publications/module4/flow.html#5
mailto:timothy.d.craddock@wv.gov
http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos
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Level-two survey data sheet 

112  Station  Date(s)  
 

 

(1) Determine your stream-reach boundary; this is a stream length up to 100-meters, which may be 
more or less under certain circumstances.  (2) Near the lower end of the reach (in the deepest portion of 
the run), collect water samples and analyze using the chemical tests you have available.  You may use 
your collection container to observe watercolor and clarity and to determine water odors.  (3) Measure 
the width-depth and velocity, and estimate the water level.  (4) If you use a two-pole kick-net, collect a 
minimum of three benthic macro-invertebrate samples from the best riffle or runs within your stream 
reach. Use the table on page five to record information about your collections.  (5) Evaluate the physical 
and habitat conditions; record information about known land use activities.  (6) Sketch your reach or 
submit photographs with the survey, and add any other comments that you feel are important for 
evaluating the conditions of your stream study site. 

 
Stream name  Survey date  
Watershed  Station code  
Latitude  Longitude  Directions to site  
 
Survey completed by  
Current weather conditions  
Past weather conditions (last 3-days)  
Affiliation  Email  

Mailing 
address 

  Phone number  
 

 
Water chemistry: Use the spaces below to record the results of your water chemistry analysis; attach additional sheets if necessary. 
 
 Result units  Result units  Result units 

Temperature (C/F)   Conductivity   Alkalinity   
Dissolved oxygen   Nitrate/Nitrite   Metals (describe)   

pH   Phosphate   Fecal/E-coli   
Additional tests (describe and record results)  
 
 
 
Physical conditions: Use the check boxes below to describe the conditions that closely resemble those of your stream. The extra lines 
are provided to write in any additional comments. You may see more than one type of condition; if so, be sure to indicate these on your 
survey (check all that apply). If multiple conditions are observed, always indicate the most dominant condition.  If the condition you 
observe is not listed, describe it in the comment section. 
 
Water clarity Water color Water odor Surface foam 
    

Clear  None  None  None  
Murky  Brown  Fishy  Slight  
Milky  Black  Musky  Moderate  

Muddy  Orange/red  Rotten egg  High  
Other (describe)  Gray/White  Sewage   

 Green  Chemical   
 
Algae color Algae abundance Algae growth habit Streambed color 

    
Light green  None  Even coating  Brown  
Dark green  Scattered  Hairy  Black  

Brown  Moderate  Matted  Green  
Other (describe)  Heavy  Floating  White/gray  

    Orange/red  
 
Physical condition comments:  
 
 

http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos
http://www.bioquip.com/html/view_prodpics.asp?CatalogNum=7436&P=1
http://www.epa.gov/owow/monitoring/volunteer/stream/vms50.html


Level-two survey data sheet 

113  Station  Date(s)  
 

Estimate the percentage of your reach that is shaded.  > 80 80-60 60-40 < 40 
Excellent Good Marginal Poor 

Circle your estimate 
 
Width and depth: Record the wetted width and depth of the channel’s habitats (riffles, runs or pools).  Choose one or more features to 
measure.  Record the average depth from a minimum of four measure-ments (one of these should be from the deepest part of the 
habitat).  The width should be measured from the widest section of the feature.  Be sure to indicate the type(s) of habitat that you have 
chosen.  It is best to measure the width and depth when you determine the discharge. 
 

1. Width (feet)  Depth (feet)  Riffle Run Pool 
       

 

2. Width (feet)  Depth (feet)  
 
Channel profiles:  Width and depth measurements can be used to create a cross section profile within your reach.  Choose a location in 
your reach across one of the channel types above.  Stretch a tape from bank to bank and anchor it at both ends.  Move from left to right 
facing in an upstream direction; measure the distance from the stream bottom to the top of the tape at selected intervals (i.e. every foot).  
Record your measurements in the table below.  The table provides enough spaces for 20 measurements; if more are necessary you can 
create your own table on a separate piece of paper.  Your tape measure will probably not start at zero so make sure to record the actual 
position of the tape as you measure across the channel. 
 
Width intervals 
1  

 
2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  

11  
 

12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  

Depth measurements 
1  

 
2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  

11  
 

12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  

 
Pebble count: Collect a minimum of 100-particles from your reach using a Zigzag method, percent habitat method or specific transects 
(e.g. every 10-meter).  If you do not complete a pebble count, always estimate streambed composition from the riffles/runs chosen for 
your macroinvertebrate sample collections. 

 

Indicate your method from 
the choices below. 

Size Classes (Intermediate axis in millimeters) 
Silt/clay 
< 0.06 

Sand 
0.06 – 2 

Fine Gravel 
2 – 24  

Coarse 
Gravel 
25 – 64 

Cobble 
65 – 255 

Boulder 
256 – 1096 

Bedrock 
> 1096 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

Zigzag  
% Habitat  

10-m Transects  
Woody Debris 

Includes sticks, roots, 
leaves etc. 

 

 
 
 

Totals        

 

(A) Long axis (Length) 
(B) Intermediate axis (Width) 

(C) Short axis (Height) 

 
Pebble counts require two people, one in the stream and one on shore. The 
person in the stream slowly walks upstream from bank to bank using one of the 
methods above. After each step the person reaches down without looking, picks 
up the first particle touched, and measures the intermediate axis with a ruler.  
The on-shore partner records the measurement.  The process continues until 
100 pebbles have been measured or the reach has been walked. 
 

http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos
http://www.waterwatch.org.au/publications/module4/flow.html#6
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Habitat conditions: Score each habitat condition using the scales provided. Add all of the scores to determine your overall habitat score 
and integrity rating. Feel free to describe additional features that you feel are important. See the next page for more information about 
sediment deposition. 
 

Point values 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Sediment deposition 
Little or no formation of 
depositional features; < 
20% of the reach affected.   

Some increase in 
depositional features; 20-
40% of the reach affected. 

Moderate amounts of 
depositional features; 40-
60% of the reach affected. 

Heavy amounts of 
deposition; > 60% of the 
reach affected. 

Rating  Optimal Suboptimal Marginal Poor 

Embeddedness  
Fine sediments 
surrounds <10% of the 
spaces between the 
gravel, cobble and 
boulders. 

 
Fine sediment 
surrounds 10-30% of 
the spaces between the 
gravel, cobble and 
boulders. 

 
Fine sediment 
surrounds 30-60% of 
the spaces between the 
gravel, cobble and 
boulders. 

 
Fine sediment 
surrounds > 60% of 
the spaces between 
the gravel, cobble and 
boulders. 

Rating  Optimal Suboptimal Marginal Poor 
 

Embeddedness should be evaluated in riffles, prior to or during your macroinvertebrate collections.   
 

Point values 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Bank vegetative 
protection 

> 90% of the banks are 
covered by natural 
vegetation; all levels 
(trees, shrubs and herbs) 
represented; disruption 
from grazing, mowing etc. 
minimal or absent; all 
plants allowed to grow 
naturally. 

70-90% of the banks 
covered by natural 
vegetation; one level of 
plants may be missing or 
not well represented; 
some disruption of 
vegetation evident; > 50% 
of the potential plant 
height remains. 

50-70% of the banks 
covered by natural 
vegetation; patches of 
bare soil may be present 
and closely cropped 
vegetation is common; < 
50% of the potential plant 
heights remains. 

< 50% of the banks 
covered by natural 
vegetation; disruption is 
high; vegetation has been 
removed or the potential 
plant heights are greatly 
reduced. 

Left  Optimal Suboptimal Marginal Poor Right  

Bank stability 

Banks are stable; no 
evidence of erosion or 
bank failure; little or no 
potential for future 
problems. 

Banks are moderately 
stable; infrequent areas of 
erosion occur, mostly 
shown by banks healed 
over. 

Banks are moderately 
unstable; 60% of the 
reach has some areas of 
erosion; high potential for 
erosion during flooding 
events. 

Banks are unstable; many 
have eroded areas (bare 
soils) along straight 
sections or bends; 
obvious bank collapse or 
failure; > 60% of the reach 
has erosion scars. 

Left  Optimal Suboptimal Marginal Poor Right  

Riparian buffer width 

Mainly undisturbed 
vegetation > 60 ft; no 
evidence of human 
impacts such as parking 
lots, road beds, clear-cuts, 
mowed areas, crops, 
lawns etc. 

Zone of undisturbed 
vegetation 40-60 ft; some 
areas of disturbance 
evident. 

Zone of undisturbed 
vegetation 20-40 ft; 
disturbed areas common 
throughout the reach. 

Zone of undisturbed 
vegetation < 20 ft; 
disturbed areas common 
throughout the entire 
reach. 

Left  Optimal Suboptimal Marginal Poor Right  
 

Totals  > 80 80 - 60 59 - 40 < 40 
Optimal Suboptimal Marginal Poor 

 
Habitat comments:  
 
 

http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos
http://watermonitoring.uwex.edu/pdf/level1/FactSeries-HabitatAssessment.pdf
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Sediment deposition may cause the formation of islands, point bars (areas of increased deposition usually at the beginning of a meander that 
increase in size as the channel is diverted toward the outer bank) or shoals, or result in the filling of runs and pools. Usually deposition is evident 
in areas that are obstructed by natural or manmade debris and areas where the stream flow decreases, such as bends. 
 
Land use: Indicate the land uses that you believe may be having an impact on your stream station.  Use the letters (S) streamside, (M) 
within ¼ mile and (W) somewhere in the watershed, to indicate the approximate location of the disturbance and the numbers (1) slight, (2) 
moderate or (3) high, to represent the level of disturbance. 
 
Active Construction   Pastureland   Single-family residences   
Mountaintop mining   Cropland   Sub-urban developments   
Deep mining   Intensive feedlots   Parking lots, strip-malls etc.   
Abandoned mining   Unpaved Roads   Paved Roads   
Logging   Trash dumps   Bridges   
Oil and gas wells   Landfills   Other (describe)   
Recreation (parks, trails etc.)   Industrial areas      
Land use comments:   Pipes? Yes No  
 
 
 

Describe the types of pipes observed and indicate if there is any discharge from the pipes.  Also describe the colors  and odors of the  
discharge.  
 
 
Photograph and sketch your reach: Use the space below or a separate piece of paper to draw your study reach.  Indicate the direction 
of flow, north, sample locations and important features of the reach. Photographs are an excellent method for tracking changes, especially 
changes related to the condition of the habitat.  Choose a minimum of two permanent locations from which to take your photos.  Submit 
your photos with your survey data sheet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Benthic macroinvertebrates: Assess your macroinvertebrate collections by counting and identifying to the family-level if possible.  Use 
the table on the next two pages to record your collections data.  
 
Note: Although streamside identification is possible, WV Save Our Streams 
Coordinator recommends preserving your samples using a full count or standard 
sub-sampling procedure in a well-lit and more comfortable setting. 

The dot-dash tally method is a convenient way to record your data. 
Each dot or dash represents one tally. 

 

http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos
http://www.dep.wv.gov/WWE/getinvolved/sos/Documents/Additional%20Resources/RGA_PictureKey(Maine).pdf
http://www.clallam.net/streamkeepers/assets/applets/SketchMap.pdf
http://www.dep.wv.gov/WWE/getinvolved/sos/Documents/Macroinvertebrates/WVSOS_Level2MacroTable.htm
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Insect Groups 
 

Patterned stoneflies  Winter stoneflies  Roach-like stonefly 
   

Taxa  Total  Taxa  Total  Total  
Giant stonefly Brown stonefly Spiny crawler mayfly 
   

Total  Total  Total  
Square-gilled mayfly Minnow mayflies  Flatheaded mayfly 
   

Total  Taxa  Total  Total  
Brush-legged mayfly Burrowing mayflies  Net-spinning caddisflies  
   

Total  Taxa  Total  Taxa  Total  
Case-building caddisflies Free-living caddisfly Common netspinner 
   

Taxa  Total  Total  Total  
Dragonflies Damselflies Riffle beetle 
   

Taxa  Total  Taxa  Total  Total  
Long-toed beetle Water penny Other beetles (true bugs) 
   

Total  Total  Taxa  Total  
Hellgrammite/Fishfly Alderfly Aquatic moth 
   

Total  Total  Total  
Non-biting midge Black fly Crane fly 
   

Total  Total  Total  
Watersnipe fly Dance fly Dixid midge 
   

Total  Total  Total  

http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos
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Net-wing midge Horse fly Other fly larva 
   

Total  Total  Taxa  Total  
 

Non-Insect Groups 
 

Crayfish Scud/Sideswimmer Aquatic sowbug 
   

Total  Total  Total  
Water mite Operculate snails Non-operculate snails 
   

Total  Taxa  Total  Taxa  Total  
Pea clam Asian clam Mussel 
   

Total  Total  Total  
Flatworms Aquatic worms Leeches 
   

Total  Total  Total  
Other aquatic invertebrates  
 Comments:  

    
  Total Taxa Total Number 
   Taxa  Total   

 
Describe other aquatic life (e.g. fish, amphibians) collected or observed, as well as other indications that the reach is being used by other 
animals (i.e. birds, mammals, reptiles).  
 
 
 
 
Discharge 
 
Determine the discharge by using a flow meter (if available) or other methods such as the float method or a velocity head rod (VHR).  
Discharge should be measured from a run (area of the channel with fast moving water with no breaks in the surface such as protruding 
rocks).  The more measurements collected the more accurate your discharge results will be.  To convert inches into feet divide by 12.  For 
example, if your depth measurement was 6-inches the result in feet would be 0.5.  Indicate the methods chosen to measure the discharge 
and use the tables to record your results.  Use the table on the next page to record your measurements. 
 
Discharge method used  Water Level 
  
           

Float Velocity Head Rod Flow meter Low Normal High Dry 
 

Channel width  feet 
Use the table on the next page to record your velocity data 

http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos
http://www.troutnut.com/specimen/362
http://www.waterwatch.org.au/publications/module4/flow.html#4
http://www.waterwatch.org.au/publications/module4/flow.html#5
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Distance (ft) Depth (ft) Velocity (ft/sec) VHR (Rise-inches) Float (sec) Discharge (cfs) 
1       
2       
3       
4       
5       
6       
7       
8       
9       

10       
11       
12       
13       
14       
15       
16       
17       
18       
19       
20       

      
       

Average Depth  feet 
 

Cross Sectional Area (CSA)  
  

ft2 
(CSA = Average Depth x Width) 

 

 

Discharge = CSA x Velocity 
=  x  
=  cfs (ft3/sec) 

 
If you use a float record your distance below and the number of 
seconds it took to travel the distance in the column indicated.   
 
Float distance (feet) ______________ 
 

 

Use the table below to determine VHR velocity from the rises 
recorded above.  The rises below are in inches. 

Rise (R) Velocity Rise (R) Velocity 
¼ 1.2 3 ¼ 4.2 
½ 1.6 3 ½ 4.3 
¾ 2.0 3 ¾ 4.5 
1 2.3 4 4.6 

1 ¼ 2.6 4 ¼ 4.8 
1 ½ 2.8 4 ½ 4.9 
1 ¾ 3.1 4 ¾ 5.0 

2 3.3 5 5.2 
2 ¼ 3.5 5 ¼ 5.3 
2 ½ 3.7 5 ½ 5.4 
2 ¾ 3.8 5 ¾ 5.5 

3 4.0 6 5.7 
 

 
Additional comments:  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Submit an original or clear copy of your survey to the coordinator at the address provided below. 
 
WV Department of Environmental Protection 
Save Our Streams Program 
601 57th Street, SE 
Charleston, WV  25304 
 
Office: (304) 926-0499 (1040); Mobile: (304) 289-7630 
E-mail: timothy.d.craddock@wv.gov 
Web page: http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos  
 
 

http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos
mailto:timothy.d.craddock@wv.gov
http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos
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Level-two assessment 
 
The light blue shaded boxes indicate that multiple families (kinds) are possible; tolerance values are provided. 
 

Macroinvertebrates Totals Tolerance 
score 

Number 
of kinds Macroinvertebrates Totals Tolerance 

score 
Number 
of kinds 

1 Patterned stoneflies    6 Aquatic moth    
2 Winter stoneflies    4 Riffle beetle    
1 Roach-like stonefly     5 Long-toed beetle    
1 Giant stonefly    3 Water penny    
2 Little brown stonefly     5 Whirligig beetle    
3 Spiny crawler mayfly    7 Other beetles/bugs    
5 Square-gilled mayflies    3 Hellgrammite/Fishfly    
4 Minnow mayflies     6 Alderfly    
3 Flatheaded mayfly     8 Non-biting midge    
3 Brush-legged mayfly     6 Black fly    
5 Burrowing mayflies     4 Crane fly    
4 Net-spinning caddisflies     3 Watersnipe fly    
3 Case-building caddisflies    6 Dance fly    
5 Common netspinner    5 Dixid midge    
3 Free-living caddisfly    2 Net-wing midge    
4 Dragonflies    7 Horse fly    
7 Damselflies    7 Other fly larva    

Non-Insect Groups 
5 Crayfish    5 Pea clam    
5 Scud/Sideswimmer    6 Asian clam    
7 Aquatic sowbug    4 Mussel    
6 Water mite    5 Operculate snails    

10 Aquatic worms    7 Non-operculate snails    
10 Leeches    Other invertebrates (Describe)    
7 Flatworms     

Complete your calculations using the 
metrics below.  These metrics are 
combined to determine your overall 
score and integrity rating. 

Total 
Number 

Total 
Tolerance 

Total 
Kinds 

 
 Comments:  

    
 

 
Metrics Results Points 8 6 4 2 
1. Total Taxa   > 18 18 - 13 12 - 8 < 8 
2. EPT Taxa   > 10 10 - 7 6 - 4 < 4 
3. Biotic Index   < 4.0 4.0 – 5.0 5.1 – 6.0 > 6.0 
4. % EPT Abundance   > 80 80 - 60 59.9 - 40 < 40 
5. % Tolerant   < 2 2 - 10 10.1 - 30 > 30 

 

Stream Score   Integrity Rating 
> 32 32 - 24 23 - 16 < 16 

 Optimal Suboptimal Marginal Poor 
 
1. Total Taxa is simply the total number of families collected. 
2. EPT Taxa is the total number of families within the orders of Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera and Trichoptera. 
3. Biotic Index is calculated by multiplying the organism by its tolerance value to determine a tolerance score.  The total tolerance is 

then divided by the total number of organisms collected. 
4. % EPT Abundance is calculated by dividing total number of organisms within the orders Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera and Trichoptera 

by the total number collected.  This result is multiplied by 100 to determine the percentage. 
5. % Tolerant is calculated by dividing the number of tolerant organisms (≥ 7) by the total number collected.  This result is multiplied by 

100 to determine the percentage.   
 
• The Stream Score is the sum of all five point values. 

http://www.dep.wv.gov/sos
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_(biology)
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Water Science Glossary of Terms 

Here's a list of water-related terms that might help you understand our site better. It is compiled from a number 
of sources and should not be considered an "official" U.S. Geological Survey water glossary. A detailed water 
glossary is kept by the Water Quality Association, and an extremely detailed water dictionary is offered by the 
Nevada Division of Water Resources. 

A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | K | L | M | N | O | P | R | S | T | U | W | X | Y 

A  
Acequia: gravity-driven waterways, similar in concept to a flume. Most are simple ditches with 
dirt banks, but they can be lined with concrete. They were important forms of irrigation in the 
development of agriculture in the American Southwest. The proliferation of cotton, pecans and 
green chile as major agricultural staples owe their progress to the acequia system.  

Acid: a substance that has a pH of less than 7, which is neutral. Specifically, an acid has more 
free hydrogen ions (H+) than hydroxyl ions (OH-).  

Acre-foot (acre-ft): the volume of water required to cover 1 acre of land (43,560 square feet) 
to a depth of 1 foot. Equal to 325,851 gallons or 1,233 cubic meters.  

Alkaline: sometimes water or soils contain an amount of alkali (strongly basic) substances 
sufficient to raise the pH value above 7.0 and be harmful to the growth of crops.  

Alkalinity: the capacity of water for neutralizing an acid solution.  

Alluvium: deposits of clay, silt, sand, gravel, or other particulate material that has been 
deposited by a stream or other body of running water in a streambed, on a flood plain, on a 
delta, or at the base of a mountain.  

Appropriation doctrine: the system for allocating water to private individuals used in most 
Western states. The doctrine of Prior Appropriation was in common use throughout the arid 
west as early settlers and miners began to develop the land. The prior appropriation doctrine is 
based on the concept of "First in Time, First in Right." The first person to take a quantity of 
water and put it to Beneficial Use has a higher priority of right than a subsequent user. Under 
drought conditions, higher priority users are satisfied before junior users receive water. 
Appropriative rights can be lost through nonuse; they can also be sold or transferred apart from 
the land. Contrasts with Riparian Water Rights.  

Aquaculture: farming of plants and animals that live in water, such as fish, shellfish, and 
algae.  

Aqueduct: a pipe, conduit, or channel designed to transport water from a remote source, 
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http://www.usgs.gov/�
http://www.wqa.org/glossary.cfm
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/dictionary.html#A
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http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/dictionary.html#R
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/dictionary.html#S
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/dictionary.html#T
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/dictionary.html#U
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/dictionary.html#V
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/dictionary.html#W
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/dictionary.html#X
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/dictionary.html#Y
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/dictionary.html#P


usually by gravity.  

Aquifer: a geologic formation(s) that is water bearing. A geological formation or structure that 
stores and/or transmits water, such as to wells and springs. Use of the term is usually restricted 
to those water-bearing formations capable of yielding water in sufficient quantity to constitute a 
usable supply for people's uses.  

Aquifer (confined): soil or rock below the land surface that is saturated with water. There are 
layers of impermeable material both above and below it and it is under pressure so that when 
the aquifer is penetrated by a well, the water will rise above the top of the aquifer.  

Aquifer (unconfined): an aquifer whose upper water surface (water table) is at atmospheric 
pressure, and thus is able to rise and fall.  

Artesian water: ground water that is under pressure when tapped by a well and is able to rise 
above the level at which it is first encountered. It may or may not flow out at ground level. The 
pressure in such an aquifer commonly is called artesian pressure, and the formation containing 
artesian water is an artesian aquifer or confined aquifer. See flowing well  

Artificial recharge: a process where water is put back into ground-water storage from surface-
water supplies such as irrigation, or induced infiltration from streams or wells.  

 

B  
Base flow: sustained flow of a stream in the absence of direct runoff. It includes natural and 
human-induced stream flows. Natural base flow is sustained largely by ground-water 
discharges.  

Base: a substance that has a pH of more than 7, which is neutral. A base has less free hydrogen 
ions (H+) than hydroxyl ions (OH-).  

Bedrock: the solid rock beneath the soil and superficial rock. A general term for solid rock that 
lies beneath soil, loose sediments, or other unconsolidated material.  

 

C  
Capillary action: the means by which liquid moves through the porous spaces in a solid, such 
as soil, plant roots, and the capillary blood vessels in our bodies due to the forces of adhesion, 
cohesion, and surface tension. Capillary action is essential in carrying substances and nutrients 
from one place to another in plants and animals.  

Commercial water use: water used for motels, hotels, restaurants, office buildings, other 
commercial facilities, and institutions. Water for commercial uses comes both from public-
supplied sources, such as a county water department, and self-supplied sources, such as local 
wells.  

Condensation: the process of water vapor in the air turning into liquid water. Water drops on 
the outside of a cold glass of water are condensed water. Condensation is the opposite process 
of evaporation.  

Consumptive use: that part of water withdrawn that is evaporated, transpired by plants, 
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incorporated into products or crops, consumed by humans or livestock, or otherwise removed 
from the immediate water environment. Also referred to as water consumed.  

Conveyance loss: water that is lost in transit from a pipe, canal, or ditch by leakage or 
evaporation. Generally, the water is not available for further use; however, leakage from an 
irrigation ditch, for example, may percolate to a ground-water source and be available for 
further use.  

Cubic feet per second (cfs): a rate of the flow, in streams and rivers, for example. It is equal to 
a volume of water one foot high and one foot wide flowing a distance of one foot in one 
second. One "cfs" is equal to 7.48 gallons of water flowing each second. As an example, if your 
car's gas tank is 2 feet by 1 foot by 1 foot (2 cubic feet), then gas flowing at a rate of 1 cubic 
foot/second would fill the tank in two seconds.  

 

D  
Desalination: the removal of salts from saline water to provide freshwater. This method is 
becoming a more popular way of providing freshwater to populations.  

Discharge: the volume of water that passes a given location within a given period of time. 
Usually expressed in cubic feet per second.  

Domestic water use: water used for household purposes, such as drinking, food preparation, 
bathing, washing clothes, dishes, and dogs, flushing toilets, and watering lawns and gardens. 
About 85% of domestic water is delivered to homes by a public-supply facility, such as a 
county water department. About 15% of the Nation's population supplies their own water, 
mainly from wells.  

Drainage basin: land area where precipitation runs off into streams, rivers, lakes, and 
reservoirs. It is a land feature that can be identified by tracing a line along the highest 
elevations between two areas on a map, often a ridge. Large drainage basins, like the area that 
drains into the Mississippi River contain thousands of smaller drainage basins. Also called a 
"watershed."  

Drip irrigation: a common irrigation method where pipes or tubes filled with water slowly 
drip onto crops. Drip irrigation is a low-pressure method of irrigation and less water is lost to 
evaporation than high-pressure spray irrigation.  

Drawdown: a lowering of the ground-water surface caused by pumping.  
 

E  
Effluent: water that flows from a sewage treatment plant after it has been treated.  

Erosion: the process in which a material is worn away by a stream of liquid (water) or air, 
often due to the presence of abrasive particles in the stream.  

Estuary: a place where fresh and salt water mix, such as a bay, salt marsh, or where a river 
enters an ocean.  

Evaporation: the process of liquid water becoming water vapor, including vaporization from 
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water surfaces, land surfaces, and snow fields, but not from leaf surfaces. See transpiration  

Evapotranspiration: the sum of evaporation and transpiration.  
 

F  
Flood: an overflow of water onto lands that are used or usable by man and not normally 
covered by water. Floods have two essential characteristics: The inundation of land is 
temporary; and the land is adjacent to and inundated by overflow from a river, stream, lake, or 
ocean.  

Flood, 100-year: the100-year flood does not refer to a flood that occurs once every 100 years, 
but to a flood level with a 1 percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year.  

Flood plain: a strip of relatively flat and normally dry land alongside a stream, river, or lake 
that is covered by water during a flood.  

Flood stage: the elevation at which overflow of the natural banks of a stream or body of water 
begins in the reach or area in which the elevation is measured.  

Flowing well/spring: a well or spring that taps ground water under pressure so that water rises 
without pumping. If the water rises above the surface, it is known as a flowing well.  

Freshwater: water that contains less than 1,000 milligrams per liter (mg/L) of dissolved solids; 
generally, more than 500 mg/L of dissolved solids is undesirable for drinking and many 
industrial uses.  

 

G  
Gage height: the height of the water surface above the gage datum (zero point). Gage height is 
often used interchangeably with the more general term, stage, although gage height is more 
appropriate when used with a gage reading.  

Gaging station: a site on a stream, lake, reservoir or other body of water where observations 
and hydrologic data are obtained. The U.S. Geological Survey measures stream discharge at 
gaging stations.  

Geyser: a geothermal feature of the Earth where there is an opening in the surface that contains 
superheated water that periodically erupts in a shower of water and steam.  

Giardiasis: a disease that results from an infection by the protozoan parasite Giardia 
intestinalis, caused by drinking water that is either not filtered or not chlorinated. The disorder 
is more prevalent in children than in adults and is characterized by abdominal discomfort, 
nausea, and alternating constipation and diarrhea.  

Glacier: a huge mass of ice, formed on land by the compaction and recrystallization of snow 
that moves very slowly down slope or outward due to its own weight.  

Grey water: wastewater from clothes washing machines, showers, bathtubs, hand washing, 
lavatories and sinks.  
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Ground water: (1) water that flows or seeps downward and saturates soil or rock, supplying 
springs and wells. The upper surface of the saturate zone is called the water table. (2) Water 
stored underground in rock crevices and in the pores of geologic materials that make up the 
Earth's crust.  

Ground water, confined: ground water under pressure significantly greater than atmospheric, 
with its upper limit the bottom of a bed with hydraulic conductivity distinctly lower than that of 
the material in which the confined water occurs.  

Ground-water recharge: inflow of water to a ground-water reservoir from the surface. 
Infiltration of precipitation and its movement to the water table is one form of natural recharge. 
Also, the volume of water added by this process.  

Ground water, unconfined: water in an aquifer that has a water table that is exposed to the 
atmosphere.  

 

H  
Hardness: a water-quality indication of the concentration of alkaline salts in water, mainly 
calcium and magnesium. If the water you use is "hard" then more soap, detergent or shampoo is 
necessary to raise lather.  

Headwater: (1) the source and upper reaches of a stream; also the upper reaches of a reservoir. 
(2) the water upstream from a structure or point on a stream. (3) the small streams that come 
together to form a river. Also may be thought of as any and all parts of a river basin except the 
mainstream river and main tributaries.  

Hydroelectric power water use: the use of water in the generation of electricity at plants 
where the turbine generators are driven by falling water.  

Hydrologic cycle: the cyclic transfer of water vapor from the Earth's surface via 
evapotranspiration into the atmosphere, from the atmosphere via precipitation back to earth, 
and through runoff into streams, rivers, and lakes, and ultimately into the oceans.  

 

I  
Impermeable layer: a layer of solid material, such as rock or clay, which does not allow water 
to pass through.  

Industrial water use: water used for industrial purposes in such industries as steel, chemical, 
paper, and petroleum refining. Nationally, water for industrial uses comes mainly (80%) from 
self-supplied sources, such as a local wells or withdrawal points in a river, but some water 
comes from public-supplied sources, such as the county/city water department.  

Infiltration: flow of water from the land surface into the subsurface.  

Injection well: refers to a well constructed for the purpose of injecting treated wastewater 
directly into the ground. Wastewater is generally forced (pumped) into the well for dispersal or 
storage into a designated aquifer. Injection wells are generally drilled into aquifers that don't 
deliver drinking water, unused aquifers, or below freshwater levels.  
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Irrigation: the controlled application of water for agricultural purposes through manmade 
systems to supply water requirements not satisfied by rainfall. Here's a quick look at some 
types of irrigation systems.  

Irrigation water use: water application on lands to assist in the growing of crops and pastures 
or to maintain vegetative growth in recreational lands, such as parks and golf courses.  

 

K  
Kilogram: one thousand grams.  

Kilowatt-hour (KWH): a power demand of 1,000 watts for one hour. Power company utility 
rates are typically expressed in cents per kilowatt-hour.  

 

L  
Leaching: the process by which soluble materials in the soil, such as salts, nutrients, pesticide 
chemicals or contaminants, are washed into a lower layer of soil or are dissolved and carried 
away by water.  

Lentic waters: ponds or lakes (standing water).  

Levee: a natural or manmade earthen barrier along the edge of a stream, lake, or river. Land 
alongside rivers can be protected from flooding by levees.  

Livestock water use: water used for livestock watering, feed lots, dairy operations, fish 
farming, and other on-farm needs.  

Lotic waters: flowing waters, as in streams and rivers.  
 

M 
Maximum contaminant level (MCL): the designation given by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) to water-quality standards promulgated under the Safe Drinking 
Water Act. The MCL is the greatest amount of a contaminant that can be present in drinking 
water without causing a risk to human health.  

Milligram (mg): one-thousandth of a gram.  

Milligrams per liter (mg/l): a unit of the concentration of a constituent in water or wastewater. 
It represents 0.001 gram of a constituent in 1 liter of water. It is approximately equal to one part 
per million (PPM).  

Million gallons per day (mgd): a rate of flow of water equal to 133,680.56 cubic feet per day, 
or 1.5472 cubic feet per second, or 3.0689 acre-feet per day. A flow of one million gallons per 
day for one year equals 1,120 acre-feet (365 million gallons).  

Mining water use: water use during quarrying rocks and extracting minerals from the land.  

Municipal water system: a water system that has at least five service connections or which 
regularly serves 25 individuals for 60 days; also called a public water system  
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N  
Nephelometric turbidity unit (NTU): unit of measure for the turbidity of water. Essentially, a 
measure of the cloudiness of water as measured by a nephelometer. Turbidity is based on the 
amount of light that is reflected off particles in the water.  

NGVD: National Geodetic Vertical Datum. (1) As corrected in 1929, a vertical control measure 
used as a reference for establishing varying elevations. (2) Elevation datum plane previously 
used by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) for the determination of flood 
elevations. FEMA current uses the North American Vertical Datum Plane.  

NGVD of 1929: National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929. A geodetic datum derived from a 
general adjustment of the first order level nets of the United States and Canada. It was formerly 
called "Sea Level Datum of 1929" or "mean sea level" in the USGS series of reports. Although 
the datum was derived from the average sea level over a period of many years at 26 tide 
stations along the Atlantic, Gulf of Mexico, and Pacific Coasts, it does not necessarily represent 
local mean sea level at any particular place.  

Non-point source (NPS) pollution: pollution discharged over a wide land area, not from one 
specific location. These are forms of diffuse pollution caused by sediment, nutrients, organic 
and toxic substances originating from land-use activities, which are carried to lakes and streams 
by surface runoff. Non-point source pollution is contamination that occurs when rainwater, 
snowmelt, or irrigation washes off plowed fields, city streets, or suburban backyards. As this 
runoff moves across the land surface, it picks up soil particles and pollutants, such as nutrients 
and pesticides.  

 

O  
Organic matter: plant and animal residues, or substances made by living organisms. All are 
based upon carbon compounds.  

Osmosis: the movement of water molecules through a thin membrane. The osmosis process 
occurs in our bodies and is also one method of desalinating saline water.  

Outfall: the place where a sewer, drain, or stream discharges; the outlet or structure through 
which reclaimed water or treated effluent is finally discharged to a receiving water body.  

Oxygen demand: the need for molecular oxygen to meet the needs of biological and chemical 
processes in water. Even though very little oxygen will dissolve in water, it is extremely 
important in biological and chemical processes.  

 

P  
pH a measure of the relative acidity or alkalinity of water. Water with a pH of 7 is neutral; 
lower pH levels indicate increasing acidity, while pH levels higher than 7 indicate increasingly 
basic solutions.  View a diagram about pH.  

Particle size: the diameter, in millimeters, of suspended sediment or bed material. Particle-size 
classifications are: (1) Clay—0.00024-0.004 millimeters (mm); (2) Silt—0.004-0.062 mm; (3) 
Sand—0.062-2.0 mm; (4) Gravel—2.0-64.0 mm, etc. 

Parts per billion: the number of "parts" by weight of a substance per billion parts of water. 
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Used to measure extremely small concentrations.  

Parts per million: the number of "parts" by weight of a substance per million parts of water. 
This unit is commonly used to represent pollutant concentrations.  

Pathogen: a disease-producing agent; usually applied to a living organism. Generally, any 
viruses, bacteria, or fungi that cause disease.  

Peak flow: the maximum instantaneous discharge of a stream or river at a given location. It 
usually occurs at or near the time of maximum stage.  

Per capita use: the average amount of water used per person during a standard time period, 
generally per day.  

Percolation: (1) The movement of water through the openings in rock or soil. (2) the entrance 
of a portion of the stream flow into the channel materials to contribute to ground water 
replenishment.  

Permeability: the ability of a material to allow the passage of a liquid, such as water through 
rocks. Permeable materials, such as gravel and sand, allow water to move quickly through 
them, whereas unpermeable material, such as clay, doesn’t allow water to flow freely.  

Point-source pollution: water pollution coming from a single point, such as a sewage-outflow 
pipe.  

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs): a group of synthetic, toxic industrial chemical compounds 
once used in making paint and electrical transformers, which are chemically inert and not 
biodegradable. PCBs were frequently found in industrial wastes, and subsequently found their 
way into surface and ground waters. As a result of their persistence, they tend to accumulate in 
the environment. In terms of streams and rivers, PCBs are drawn to sediment, to which they 
attach and can remain virtually indefinitely. Although virtually banned in 1979 with the 
passage of the Toxic Substances Control Act, they continue to appear in the flesh of fish and 
other animals.  

Porosity: a measure of the water-bearing capacity of subsurface rock. With respect to water 
movement, it is not just the total magnitude of porosity that is important, but the size of the 
voids and the extent to which they are interconnected, as the pores in a formation may be open, 
or interconnected, or closed and isolated. For example, clay may have a very high porosity with 
respect to potential water content, but it constitutes a poor medium as an aquifer because the 
pores are usually so small.  

Potable water: water of a quality suitable for drinking.  

Precipitation: rain, snow, hail, sleet, dew, and frost.  

Primary wastewater treatment: the first stage of the wastewater-treatment process where 
mechanical methods, such as filters and scrapers, are used to remove pollutants. Solid material 



in sewage also settles out in this process.  

Prior appropriation doctrine: the system for allocating water to private individuals used in 
most Western states. The doctrine of Prior Appropriation was in common use throughout the 
arid West as early settlers and miners began to develop the land. The prior appropriation 
doctrine is based on the concept of "First in Time, First in Right." The first person to take a 
quantity of water and put it to beneficial use has a higher priority of right than a subsequent 
user. The rights can be lost through nonuse; they can also be sold or transferred apart from the 
land. Contrasts with riparian water rights.  

Public supply: water withdrawn by public governments and agencies, such as a county water 
department, and by private companies that is then delivered to users. Public suppliers provide 
water for domestic, commercial, thermoelectric power, industrial and public water users. Most 
people's household water is delivered by a public water supplier. The systems have at least 15 
service connections (such as households, businesses, or schools) or regularly serve at least 25 
individuals daily for at least 60 days out of the year.  

Public water use: water supplied from a public-water supply and used for such purposes as 
firefighting, street washing, and municipal parks and swimming pools.  

 

R  
Rating curve: a drawn curve showing the relation between gage height and discharge of a 
stream at a given gaging station.  

Recharge: water added to an aquifer. For instance, rainfall that seeps into the ground.  

Reclaimed wastewater: treated wastewater that can be used for beneficial purposes, such as 
irrigating certain plants.  

Recycled water: water that is used more than one time before it passes back into the natural 
hydrologic system.  

Reservoir: a pond, lake, or basin, either natural or artificial, for the storage, regulation, and 
control of water.  

Return flow: (1) That part of a diverted flow that is not consumptively used and returned to its 
original source or another body of water. (2) (Irrigation) Drainage water from irrigated 
farmlands that re-enters the water system to be used further downstream.  

Return flow (irrigation): irrigation water that is applied to an area and which is not consumed 
in evaporation or transpiration and returns to a surface stream or aquifer.  

Reverse osmosis: (1) Desalination- the process of removing salts from water using a 
membrane. With reverse osmosis, the product water passes through a fine membrane that the 
salts are unable to pass through, while the salt waste (brine) is removed and disposed. This 
process differs from electro-dialysis, where the salts are extracted from the feed water by using 
a membrane with an electrical current to separate the ions. The positive ions go through one 
membrane, while the negative ions flow through a different membrane, leaving the end product 
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of freshwater. (2) Water quality - an advanced method of water or wastewater treatment that 
relies on a semi-permeable membrane to separate waters from pollutants. An external force is 
used to reverse the normal osmotic process resulting in the solvent moving from a solution of 
higher concentration to one of lower concentration.  

Riparian water rights: the rights of an owner whose land abuts water. They differ from state 
to state and often depend on whether the water is a river, lake, or ocean. The doctrine of 
riparian rights is an old one, having its origins in English common law. Specifically, persons 
who own land adjacent to a stream have the right to make reasonable use of the stream. 
Riparian users of a stream share the stream flow among themselves, and the concept of priority 
of use (Prior Appropriation Doctrine) is not applicable. Riparian rights cannot be sold or 
transferred for use on non-riparian land.  

River: a natural stream of water of considerable volume, larger than a brook or creek.  

Runoff: (1) That part of the precipitation, snow melt, or irrigation water that appears in 
uncontrolled surface streams, rivers, drains or sewers. Runoff may be classified according to 
speed of appearance after rainfall or melting snow as direct runoff or base runoff, and 
according to source as surface runoff, storm interflow, or ground-water runoff. (2) The total 
discharge described in (1), above, during a specified period of time. (3) Also defined as the 
depth to which a drainage area would be covered if all of the runoff for a given period of time 
were uniformly distributed over it.  

 

S  
Saline water: water that contains significant amounts of dissolved solids.  
Here are our parameters for saline water: 
Fresh water - Less than 1,000 parts per million (ppm) 
Slightly saline water - From 1,000 ppm to 3,000 ppm 
Moderately saline water - From 3,000 ppm to 10,000 ppm 
Highly saline water - From 10,000 ppm to 35,000 ppm  
 
Secondary wastewater treatment: treatment (following primary wastewater treatment) 
involving the biological process of reducing suspended, colloidal, and dissolved organic matter 
in effluent from primary treatment systems and which generally removes 80 to 95 percent of 
the Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) and suspended matter. Secondary wastewater 
treatment may be accomplished by biological or chemical-physical methods. Activated sludge 
and trickling filters are two of the most common means of secondary treatment. It is 
accomplished by bringing together waste, bacteria, and oxygen in trickling filters or in the 
activated sludge process. This treatment removes floating and settleable solids and about 90 
percent of the oxygen-demanding substances and suspended solids. Disinfection is the final 
stage of secondary treatment.  

Sediment: usually applied to material in suspension in water or recently deposited from 
suspension. In the plural the word is applied to all kinds of deposits from the waters of streams, 
lakes, or seas.  

Sedimentary rock: rock formed of sediment, and specifically: (1) sandstone and shale, formed 
of fragments of other rock transported from their sources and deposited in water; and (2) rocks 
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formed by or from secretions of organisms, such as most limestone. Many sedimentary rocks 
show distinct layering, which is the result of different types of sediment being deposited in 
succession.  

Sedimentation tanks: wastewater tanks in which floating wastes are skimmed off and settled 
solids are removed for disposal.  

Self-supplied water: water withdrawn from a surface- or ground-water source by a user rather 
than being obtained from a public supply. An example would be homeowners getting their 
water from their own well.  

Seepage: (1) The slow movement of water through small cracks, pores, Interstices, etc., of a 
material into or out of a body of surface or subsurface water. (2) The loss of water by 
infiltration into the soil from a canal, ditches, laterals, watercourse, reservoir, storage facilities, 
or other body of water, or from a field.  

Septic tank: a tank used to detain domestic wastes to allow the settling of solids prior to 
distribution to a leach field for soil absorption. Septic tanks are used when a sewer line is not 
available to carry them to a treatment plant. A settling tank in which settled sludge is in 
immediate contact with sewage flowing through the tank, and wherein solids are decomposed 
by anaerobic bacteria action.  

Settling pond: an open lagoon into which wastewater contaminated with solid pollutants is 
placed and allowed to stand. The solid pollutants suspended in the water sink to the bottom of 
the lagoon and the liquid is allowed to overflow out of the enclosure.  

Sewage treatment plant: a facility designed to receive the wastewater from domestic sources 
and to remove materials that damage water quality and threaten public health and safety when 
discharged into receiving streams or bodies of water. The substances removed are classified 
into four basic areas: (1) greases and fats; (2) solids from human waste and other sources; (3) 
dissolved pollutants from human waste and decomposition products; and (4) dangerous 
microorganisms. Most facilities employ a combination of mechanical removal steps and 
bacterial decomposition to achieve the desired results. Chlorine is often added to discharges 
from the plants to reduce the danger of spreading disease by the release of pathogenic bacteria. 

Sewer: a system of underground pipes that collect and deliver wastewater to treatment facilities 
or streams.  

Sinkhole: a depression in the Earth's surface caused by dissolving of underlying limestone, salt, 
or gypsum. Drainage is provided through underground channels that may be enlarged by the 
collapse of a cavern roof.  

Solute: a substance that is dissolved in another substance, thus forming a solution.  

Solution: a mixture of a solvent and a solute. In some solutions, such as sugar water, the 
substances mix so thoroughly that the solute cannot be seen. But in other solutions, such as 
water mixed with dye, the solution is visibly changed.  

http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/sinkholes.html
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Solvent: a substance that dissolves other substances, thus forming a solution. Water dissolves 
more substances than any other, and is known as the "universal solvent".  

Specific conductance: a measure of the ability of water to conduct an electrical current as 
measured using a 1-cm cell and expressed in units of electrical conductance, i.e., Siemens per 
centimeter at 25 degrees Celsius. Specific conductance can be used for approximating the total 
dissolved solids content of water by testing its capacity to carry an electrical current. In water 
quality, specific conductance is used in ground water monitoring as an indication of the 
presence of ions of chemical substances that may have been released by a leaking landfill or 
other waste storage or disposal facility. A higher specific conductance in water drawn from 
down gradient wells when compared to up gradient wells indicates possible contamination from 
the facility.  

Spray irrigation: a common irrigation method where water is shot from high-pressure sprayers 
onto crops. Because water is shot high into the air onto crops, some water is lost to evaporation. 

Storm sewer: a sewer that carries only surface runoff, street wash, and snow melt from the 
land. In a separate sewer system, storm sewers are completely separate from those that carry 
domestic and commercial wastewater (sanitary sewers).  

Stream: a general term for a body of flowing water; natural water course containing water at 
least part of the year. In hydrology, it is generally applied to the water flowing in a natural 
channel as distinct from a canal.  

Stream flow: the water discharge that occurs in a natural channel. A more general term than 
runoff, stream flow may be applied to discharge whether or not it is affected by diversion or 
regulation.  

Subsidence: a dropping of the land surface as a result of ground water being pumped. Cracks 
and fissures can appear in the land. Subsidence is virtually an irreversible process.  

Surface tension: the attraction of molecules to each other on a liquid's surface. Thus, a barrier 
is created between the air and the liquid.  

Surface water: water that is on the Earth's surface, such as in a stream, river, lake, or reservoir. 

Suspended sediment: very fine soil particles that remain in suspension in water for a 
considerable period of time without contact with the bottom. Such material remains in 
suspension due to the upward components of turbulence and currents and/or by suspension.  

Suspended-sediment concentration: the ratio of the mass of dry sediment in a water-sediment 
mixture to the mass of the water-sediment mixture. Typically expressed in milligrams of dry 
sediment per liter of water-sediment mixture.  

Suspended-sediment discharge: the quantity of suspended sediment passing a point in a 
stream over a specified period of time. When expressed in tons per day, it is computed by 
multiplying water discharge (in cubic feet per second) by the suspended-sediment concentration 



(in milligrams per liter) and by the factor 0.0027.  

Suspended solids: solids that are not in true solution and that can be removed by filtration. 
Such suspended solids usually contribute directly to turbidity. Defined in waste management, 
these are small particles of solid pollutants that resist separation by conventional methods.  

 

T  
Tertiary wastewater treatment: selected biological, physical, and chemical separation 
processes to remove organic and inorganic substances that resist conventional treatment 
practices; the additional treatment of effluent beyond that of primary and secondary treatment 
methods to obtain a very high quality of effluent. The complete wastewater treatment process 
typically involves a three-phase process: (1) First, in the primary wastewater treatment process, 
which incorporates physical aspects, untreated water is passed through a series of screens to 
remove solid wastes; (2) Second, in the secondary wastewater treatment process, typically 
involving biological and chemical processes, screened wastewater is then passed a series of 
holding and aeration tanks and ponds; and (3) Third, the tertiary wastewater treatment process 
consists of flocculation basins, clarifiers, filters, and chlorine basins or ozone or ultraviolet 
radiation processes.  

Thermal pollution: a reduction in water quality caused by increasing its temperature, often due 
to disposal of waste heat from industrial or power generation processes. Thermally polluted 
water can harm the environment because plants and animals can have a hard time adapting to it. 

Thermoelectric power water use: water used in the process of the generation of 
thermoelectric power. Power plants that burn coal and oil are examples of thermoelectric-power 
facilities.  

Transmissibility (ground water): the capacity of a rock to transmit water under pressure. The 
coefficient of transmissibility is the rate of flow of water, at the prevailing water temperature, in 
gallons per day, through a vertical strip of the aquifer one foot wide, extending the full 
saturated height of the aquifer under a hydraulic gradient of 100-percent. A hydraulic gradient 
of 100-percent means a one foot drop in head in one foot of flow distance.  

Transpiration: process by which water that is absorbed by plants, usually through the roots, is 
evaporated into the atmosphere from the plant surface, such as leaf pores. See 
evapotranspiration.  

Tributary: a smaller river or stream that flows into a larger river or stream. Usually, a number 
of smaller tributaries merge to form a river.  

Turbidity: the amount of solid particles that are suspended in water and that cause light rays 
shining through the water to scatter. Thus, turbidity makes the water cloudy or even opaque in 
extreme cases. Turbidity is measured in nephelometric turbidity units (NTU).  

 

U  
Unsaturated zone: the zone immediately below the land surface where the pores contain both 
water and air, but are not totally saturated with water. These zones differ from an aquifer, 
where the pores are saturated with water.  
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W 
Wastewater: water that has been used in homes, industries, and businesses that is not for reuse 
unless it is treated.  

Wastewater-treatment return flow: water returned to the environment by wastewater-
treatment facilities.  

Water cycle: the circuit of water movement from the oceans to the atmosphere and to the Earth 
and return to the atmosphere through various stages or processes such as precipitation, 
interception, runoff, infiltration, percolation, storage, evaporation, and transportation.  

Water quality: a term used to describe the chemical, physical, and biological characteristics of 
water, usually in respect to its suitability for a particular purpose.  

Water table: the top of the water surface in the saturated part of an aquifer.  

Water use: water that is used for a specific purpose, such as for domestic use, irrigation, or 
industrial processing. Water use pertains to human's interaction with and influence on the 
hydrologic cycle, and includes elements, such as water withdrawal from surface- and ground-
water sources, water delivery to homes and businesses, consumptive use of water, water 
released from wastewater-treatment plants, water returned to the environment, and instream 
uses, such as using water to produce hydroelectric power.  

Watershed: the land area that drains water to a particular stream, river, or lake. It is a land 
feature that can be identified by tracing a line along the highest elevations between two areas 
on a map, often a ridge. Large watersheds, like the Mississippi River basin contain thousands of 
smaller watersheds.  

Watt hour (Wh): an electrical energy unit of measure equal to one watt of power supplied to, 
or taken from, an electrical circuit steadily for one hour.  

Well (water): an artificial excavation put down by any method for the purposes of withdrawing 
water from the underground aquifers. A bored, drilled, or driven shaft, or a dug hole whose 
depth is greater than the largest surface dimension and whose purpose is to reach underground 
water supplies or oil, or to store or bury fluids below ground.  

Withdrawal: water removed from a ground- or surface-water source for use.  
 

X  
Xeriscaping: a method of landscaping that uses plants that are well adapted to the local area 
and are drought-resistant. Xeriscaping is becoming more popular as a way of saving water at 
home. More on xeriscaping: Colorado WaterWise Council 

 

Y  
Yield: mass per unit time per unit area 
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Some of this information is courtesy of the Nevada Division of Water Resources. 

 

U.S. Department of the Interior | U.S. Geological Survey 

 http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/dictionary.html  
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Appendix B: Scientific Supply Companies 
 
This is a partial list of a variety of scientific supply companies from which to purchase equipment for volunteer 
monitoring. 
 
Acorn Naturalist  
155 El Camino Real 
Tustin, CA, 92780  
800-422-8886  
http://www.acornnaturalists.com/  

Aquatic Research Instruments  
PO Box 98 (620 Wellington Place)   
Hope, ID 83836-0098  
800-320-9482  
http://www.aquaticresearch.com/default.htm    

  
Ben Meadows  
PO Box 5277  
Janesville, WI 53547-5277  
800-241-6401 (7 AM – 7 PM) 
http://www.benmeadows.com/    

BioQuip Products  
2321 Gladwick Street  
Rancho Dominguez, CA 90220  
310-667-8800  
http://www.bioquip.com/default.asp  

  
Carolina Biological Supply  
2700 York Road  
Burlington, NC 27215-3398  
800-334-5551 
 http://www.carolina.com/  

CheMetrics  
4295 Catlett Road  
Calverton, VA 20138      
800.356.3072    
http://www.chemetrics.com/home.html    

  
Cole Palmer Scientific Instruments  
625 East Bunker Court  
Vernon Hills, IL 60061  
800-323-4340  
http://www.coleparmer.com/    

Consolidated Plastics  
4700 Prosper Dr.  
Stow, OH 44224  
800.362.1000  
http://www.consolidatedplastics.com/  

  
Dazor Manufacturing Company  
2079 Congressional   
St. Louis, MO  
63146 800-345-9103  
http://store.dazor.com/    

Fisher Scientific  
711 Forbes Avenue  
Pittsburgh, PA 15219-4785  
800-766-7000  
http://www.fishersci.com/wps/portal/HOME  

  
Forestry Suppliers, Inc.  
205 West Rankin Street  
Jackson, MS  39284-8397  
800-647-5368  
http://www.forestry-suppliers.com/  

HACH Company  
PO Box 389  
Loveland, CO 80539  
800-227-4224  
http://www.hach.com/    

  
Hanna Instruments  
584 Park East Drive   
Woonsocket, RI 02895   
800-426-6287  
http://www.hannainst.com/usa/index.cfm    

LaMotte  
PO Box 329 (802 Washington Avenue)  
Chestertown, MD 21620   
800-344-3100  
http://www.lamotte.com/    

  
Magnifier.com  
2181 N Powerline Rd 
Pompano Beach FL 33069  
800-779-2801  
http://www.magnifier.com/  

Millipore Corporation  
290 Concord Road  
Billerica, MA 01821  
800-645-5476  
http://www.millipore.com/    
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Nalgene Labware  
75 Panorama Creek Drive  
Rochester, NY 14625  
800-625-4327  
http://nalgenelab.nalgenunc.com/default.asp  

Nichols Net and Twin Company  
220 Highway 111   
Granite City, IL 62040  
800-878-NETS (6387) 
http://www.nicholsnetandtwine.com/    

  
The Lab Depot  
PO. Box 1300  
Dawsonville, GA 30534  
800-733-2522  
http://www.labdepotinc.com/  

Thomas Scientific  
1654 High Hill Road  
Swedesboro, NJ 08085  
800-345-2100  
http://www.thomassci.com/    

  
US Plastics Corporation  
1390 Neubrecht Rd. 
Lima, OH 45801-3196  
800-809-4217  
http://www.usplastic.com/  

VMR Scientific Products  
1310 Goshen Parkway West  
Chester, PA 19380  
800-932-5000  
https://www.vwrsp.com/     

  
Wards Natural Science  
PO Box 92912   
Rochester, NY 14692-9012  
800-926-2600  
http://wardsci.com/    

Water Monitoring Equipment and Supply  
PO Box 344  
Seal Harbor, ME  04675  
207-276-5746 
http://www.watermonitoringequip.com/pages/home.html  

  
Wilco Wildlife Supply Company  
Gene Lasserre Blvd  
Yulee, FL 32097  
800-799-8301 86475  
http://www.wildco.com/    

YSI Incorporated  
1700 Brannum Lane   
Yellow Springs, OH 45387  
800-765-4974  
http://www.ysi.com/    

  
 Information about WV Save Our Streams bioassessment equipment
 

http://www.dep.wv.gov/WWE/getinvolved/sos/Documents/Workshops%20and%20Certification/WVSOS_BioassessmentEquipment.htm
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Appendix D: Guide to Aquatic Invertebrates 
 
The purpose of this section is to assist volunteer monitors with the identification of many aquatic invertebrates found in our 
rivers, streams and wetlands. General information is included about the distinguishing features of the aquatic stage that aid in 
identification.  Also included are the organisms, habit, feeding group, tolerance rating, size range, and habitat preferences.  
For images or more information, simply click-on the links provided; [Adult] images are provided for many families.  
Additionally, an explanation of functional feeding groups, a glossary and a reference section is included. 
 
Note: Many of the words that may be unfamiliar are defined using on-line dictionaries.  The credibility of the web pages 
included here has not been thoroughly investigated.  Apply the normal standards of Internet research to your investigation of 
each website in order to determine its veracity.  Most of the illustrations are courtesy of the Cacapon Institute and artist 
Jennifer Gillies (JG).  Not all families are included here. 
 
Habitat preferences 
• (F) Fast-moving waters with rocky substrate (i.e. riffles and runs of streams and rivers) 
• (S) Slow-moving or still waters with soft substrate and vegetation (i.e. pools and backwater areas of streams and rivers; 

wetlands and springs) 
Size classes (mm) 

> 50 50 - 30 29 - 15 14 - 5 < 5  
(VL) (L) (M) (S) (VS) 

 
General 1. Kingdom Classification:  Plants and animals are classified according to a hierarchal system that arranges the 

organisms into groups based upon their similarities.  These groups are arranged from general to 
very specific.  The science of classification is known as taxonomy.  The table provides the basic 
taxonomic groups.  In certain situations these major groups are sub-divided (i.e. sub-phylum, sub-
class, sub-order etc.).  This occurs when a group of organism is different enough to be noted but 
not different enough to place them in a separate classification.  Genus and species names are 
included together (e.g. Homo sapiens). 

  2. Phylum 
  3. Class 
  4. Order 
  5. Family 
  6. Genus 

Specific 7. Species 
 
Stress (pollution) tolerance is the organism’s ability to withstand a certain amount of anthropogenic influences. The general 
stress categories of low, moderate and high are described below.  The index range for each category is based upon a (0-10) 
scale, which is based mostly on the invertebrate’s ability to withstand varying levels of dissolved oxygen and other chemical 
and physical disturbances.  For example, invertebrates with a low tolerance need adequate dissolved oxygen and chemical 
and physical stability, while those with a high tolerance can survive for a period of time when dissolved oxygen levels are 
less than adequate or other disturbances may be present.   
 
Low (L): Occur in environments with little or no disturbance to moderately disturbed conditions. Certain kinds may occur in 
slightly elevated numbers under certain conditions (0-3).  Moderate (M): Occur in environments from moderately to highly 
disturbed conditions but can also occur in less disturbed conditions. The over abundance or dominance of moderate tolerant 
organisms are often good indications of disturbance (4-6).  High (H): Occur most often under disturbed conditions. In these 
environments, only one or two groups may dominate the entire community. They are also found in good conditions, but 
usually in low numbers (7-10).  In some cases tolerance values are undetermined (U). 
 
Contents  
Insect groups Non-insect groups 
Order Collembola (Springtails) Phylum Annelida (Leeches and Worms) 
Order Coleoptera (Beetles) Class Bivalvia (Clams and Mussels) 
Order Diptera (True flies) Sub-phylum Crustacea (Crayfish, Scuds and Sowbugs) 
Order Ephemeroptera (Mayflies) Class Gastropoda (Snails) 
Order Hemiptera (True bugs) Class Hydrozoa (Freshwater jellyfish) 
Order Lepidoptera (Aquatic moth) Class Spongilla (Freshwater sponge) 
Order Megaloptera (Hellgrammites and Alderflies) Order Trombidiformes (Water mites) 
Order Neuroptera (Spongillaflies) Class Turbellaria (Flatworms) 
Order Odonata (Dragonflies and Damselflies) Functional feeding groups 
Order Plecoptera (Stoneflies) Glossary 
Order Trichoptera (Caddisflies) References 

http://www.riverwatch.ab.ca/how_to_monitor/invert_info.cfm
http://www.cacaponinstitute.org/Benthics/Cast_of_Characters.html
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/credibility
http://faculty.fmcc.suny.edu/mcdarby/Animals&PlantsBook/History/02-Explaining-Life-Classification.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hierarchal_structure
http://www.riverwatch.ab.ca/how_to_monitor/invert_identifying-taxonomy.cfm
http://www.riverwatch.ab.ca/how_to_monitor/invert_interpreting-tolerance.cfm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthropogenic
http://lakes.chebucto.org/ZOOBENTH/BENTHOS/tolerance.html


Arthropod Groups 
 
Class Insecta; order Ephemeroptera (Mayflies) JG 

 

 

Wing pads may be present on the thorax; three pairs of segmented legs attach to the thorax; one 
claw occurs on the end of the segmented legs; gills occur on the abdominal segments and are 
attached mainly to the sides of the abdomen, but sometimes extend over the top and bottom of 
the abdomen; gills consist of either flat plates or filaments; three long thin caudal (tails 
filaments) usually occur at the end of the abdomen, but there may only be two in some kinds. 
(Hemimetabolism) 

 

Swimming mayflies 
1. Ameletidae (Comb-mouth minnow mayfly): Comb of stiff spines on the mouthparts; gills have a dark, sclerotized (hard) 

band along the outside edge; antennae are shorter than twice the width of the head; usually have dark bands on the tail 
and alternating dark and light on the abdomen. Swimmer, clinger; Collector, gatherer; (L); VS-M (F) [Adult] 

2. Baetidae (Small minnow mayfly): Antennae two times longer than the width of the head; gills variable in shape and 
attached at abdominal segments one through seven; two or three caudal (tail) filaments. Swimmer; Collector, gatherer; 
(M); VS-M (F/S) [Adult] 

3. Isonychiidae (Brush-legged mayfly): Forelegs have a double row of setae (hairs); gills oval shaped and present on 
abdominal segments one through seven; long hairs on the margins of the caudal filaments. Swimmer, crawler; Collector, 
gatherer; (L); S-M (F) [Adult] 

4. Siphlonuridae (Primitive minnow mayfly): Antennae less than two-time the width of the head; gills usually oval shaped 
and present on abdominal segments one through seven; long setae on the caudal filaments. Swimmer; Collector, gatherer; 
(L); S-M (F/S) 

Clinging/crawling mayflies 
5. Caenidae (Square-gilled mayfly): Gills on the first abdominal segment very small; gills on the second segment operculate 

(plate-like) covering much of the remaining gills. Clinger, crawler, burrower; Collector, gatherer; (M); VS-S (F/S) 
6. Ephemerellidae (Spiny-crawler mayfly): Gills present of the first abdominal segment but absent from the second; gills 

usually present on the remaining segments; two or three caudal filaments. Clinger, crawler; Collector, gatherer; (L); VS-
M (F) [Adult] 

7. Heptageniidae (Flatheaded mayfly): Body, head and legs are flattened (femora); gills present on abdominal segments one 
through seven; usually three caudal filaments, but some may have two. Clinger; Collector, scraper; (L); S-M (F) [Adult] 

8. Leptophlebiidae (Prong-gilled mayfly): Gills on abdominal segments two through seven forked and variable in shape; 
gills on the first segment finger-like; short hairs usually cover the caudal filaments. Clinger, crawler; Collector, gatherer; 
(L); VS-M (F) [Adult] 

9. Tricorythidae (Stout-crawler mayfly): Gills absent from abdominal segment one; gills on segment two are (operculate), 
plate-like triangular or oval shaped and conceals gills on segments three through six.  This family is similar in appearance 
to Caenidae. Clinger, crawler, burrower; Collector, gatherer; (M); VS-M (F/S) [Adult] 

Burrowing mayflies 
10. Beatiscidae (Armored mayfly): Top portion of the thorax is fused and coves most of the abdomen concealing the gills; 

caudal filaments are short and fringed with hairs. Burrower, crawler; Collector, gatherer; (M); VS-M (F) 
11. Ephemeridae (Burrowing mayfly): Has upturned mandibular tusks; head and front legs slightly widened and are used for 

burrowing; gills on the upper abdominal segments are small and the remaining gills are forked with fringed margins 
(feathered) and held over the top and sides of the abdomen. Burrower; Collector, gatherer; (M); M-L (S/F) [Adult] 

12. Potamanthidae (Hackle-gilled mayfly): Mandibular tusks present; front legs slender, not modified for burrowing; gills on 
segment one small, gills on remaining abdominal segments are feathery. Burrower; Collector, gatherer; (M); S-M (S/F) 

 
Class Insecta; order Plecoptera (Stoneflies) JG 

 
 

Long thin antenna project in front of the head; wing pads usually present on the thorax but may 
only be visible in older larvae; three pairs of segmented legs attach to the thorax; two claws are 
located at the end of the segmented legs; gills occur on the thorax region, usually on the legs or 
bottom of the thorax, or there may be no visible gills (usually there are none or very few gills on 
the abdomen); gills are either single or branched filaments; two long thin tails project from the 
rear of the abdomen.  Stoneflies have very low tolerance to many insults; however, several 
families are tolerant of slightly acidic conditions. (Hemimetabolism) 
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http://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu/site/accounts/information/Insecta.html
http://www.waterbugkey.vcsu.edu/php/orderdetails.php?idnum=8
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/filament
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/caudal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incomplete_metamorphosis
http://www.pbase.com/tmurray74/image/60439040
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/spines
http://bugguide.net/node/view/206891/bgimage
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Baetidae.htm
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/caudal
http://www.troutnut.com/im_regspec/picture_2660_medium.jpg
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Isonychiidae.htm
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/setae
http://www.troutnut.com/im_regspec/picture_2334_medium.jpg
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Siphlonuridae.htm
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Caenidae.htm
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/operculum
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Ephemerellidae.htm
http://www.troutnut.com/im_regspec/picture_1688_medium.jpg
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Heptageniidae.htm
http://www.troutnut.com/im_regspec/picture_2977_medium.jpg
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Leptophlebiidae.htm
http://www.troutnut.com/im_regspec/picture_2994_medium.jpg
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Tricorythidae.htm
http://www.troutnut.com/im_regspec/picture_2609_medium.jpg
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Baetiscidae.htm
http://www.troutnut.com/im_regspec/picture_2179_medium.jpg
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Ephemeridae.htm
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/mandibular
http://www.troutnut.com/im_regspec/picture_3714_medium.jpg
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Potamanthidae.htm
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/feathery
http://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu/site/accounts/information/Insecta.html
http://www.waterbugkey.vcsu.edu/php/orderdetails.php?idnum=14


Winter stoneflies 
1. Capniidae (Small winter stonefly): Slender elongated body; front of thorax slightly wider than the abdomen; wing pads 

not divergent from the midline; abdominal segments separated by a membranous fold. Clinger, crawler; Shredder; (L); S-
M (F) [Adult] 

2. Leuctridae (Rolled-wing stonefly): Slender elongated body; front of thorax slightly wider than the abdomen; wing pads 
not divergent from the midline; abdominal segments not separated by a membranous fold. Very similar characteristics to 
Capniidae. Clinger, crawler; Shredder; (L); S-M (F) [Adult] 

3. Taeniopterygidae (Large winter stonefly): Stout bodies with pronotum much wider than the abdomen; wing pads greatly 
divergent from the midline. Clinger, crawler; Shredder (L); S-M (F) [Adult] 

Perlid stoneflies 
4. Chloroperlidae (Green stonefly) Body elongated, front of the thorax slightly wider than the abdomen; wing pads not 

divergent from the midline; tails (cerci) shorter than the abdomen. Will sometimes have patterns similar to Perlodidae. 
Clinger, crawler; Shedder, predator; (L); M (F) [Adult] 

5. Peltoperlidae (Roach-like stonefly): Small stout body; rear divergent wing pads; thoracic segments are oval or triangular 
shaped and cover much of the upper body; some have fine gills on the front legs. Clinger, crawler; Shredder; (L); S-M 
(F) [Adult] 

6. Perlidae (Common stonefly): Usually a large strikingly patterned and often having a golden color; finely branched gills 
present on all thoracic segments; wing pads diverge slightly from the midline.  Sometimes called the golden stonefly. 
Clinger, crawler; Predator; (L); M-L (F) [Adult] 

7. Perlodidae (Patterned stonefly): Strikingly patterned and colored similar in appearance to Perlidae; hind wing pads 
divergent; no gills on the thoracic segments. Clinger, crawler; Shredder; (L); M-L (F) [Adult] 

Other stoneflies 
8. Nemouridae (Little brown stonefly): Very small, often hairy appearance; wing pads diverge greatly from the midline; 

hind legs as long as the abdomen; gills often present between the head and thorax. Clinger, crawler; Shredder; (L); S-M 
(F/S) [Adult] 

9. Pteronarcyidae (Giant stonefly): Very large and usually dark brown in color; finely branched gills on all thoracic 
segments plus the first two abdominal segments. Clinger, crawler; Shredder; (L); M-VL (F) [Adult] 

 
Class Insecta; order Trichoptera (Caddisflies) JG 

  

Head has a thick hardened skin; antennae are very short, usually not visible; no wing pads 
occur on the thorax; top of the first thorax always has a hardened plate and in several families 
the second and third section of the thorax have a hardened plate; three pairs of segmented legs 
attach to the thorax; abdomen has a thin soft skin; single or branched gills on the abdomen in 
many families, but some have no visible gills; pair of prolegs with one claw on each, is situated  

 

at the end of the abdomen; many families construct various kinds of retreats, which consists of a wide variety of materials 
collected from the streambed. (Holometabolism) 
Netspinning caddisflies 
1. Hydropsychidae (Common netspinner): Top of all thoracic segments hardened; most abdominal segments have tufts of 

finely branched gills; anal prolegs terminate into a brush of hairs. Do not make cases but instead creates a retreat (net) 
made of a variety of materials held together by fine strands of silk. Clinger, crawler; Collector, filterer; (M); M-L (F/S) 
[Adult] 

2. Philopotamidae (Finger-net caddisfly): Labrum (structure between the mouthparts) is t-shaped and membranous; head 
capsule large usually orange in color; only first thoracic segment is hardened; abdominal gills usually absent.  Builds a 
long tube or finger-like net. Clinger, crawler; Collector, filterer; (L); M (F) [Adult] 

3. Polycentropodidae (Tube-net caddisfly): Labrum is rounded and hardened; only first thoracic segment is hardened; no 
plates or gills on the abdominal segments. Does not build cases but instead constructs a net that is often in the shape of a 
long tube. Clinger, crawler; Collector, filterer, predator; (M); S-L (F/S) [Adult] 

4. Psychomiidae (Trumpet-net caddisfly): Bottom of thorax is hardened with black edges; middle thoracic segment is 
swollen and usually larger than the others; has an enlarged hatchet shaped leg segment on the upper legs. Clinger, 
crawler; Collector; (M); M (F) 

Free-living caddisfly 
5. Rhyacophilidae (Free-living caddisfly): First thoracic segment is hardened; abdominal gills variable; hardened plate on 

top of abdominal segment nine; distinctive anal prolegs with large claws; is often green in color; referred to by trout 
fisherpersons as the green sedge.  This family does not build a case or net, but often uses silk strands to attach itself to 
substrates. Clinger, crawler; Predator; (L); M-L (F) [Adult] 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incomplete_metamorphosis
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Capniidae.htm
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/elongated
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/divergent
http://www.pbase.com/tmurray74/image/110117902
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Leuctridae.htm
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/membranous
http://www.pbase.com/image/67662516
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Taeniopterygidae.htm
http://bugguide.net/node/view/259901/bgimage
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon11.htm
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cerci
http://www.pbase.com/tmurray74/image/114367542
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Perlidae.htm
http://www.pbase.com/tmurray74/image/67535541
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Perlolidae.htm
http://www.stroudcenter.org/schuylkill/taxa/taxon52.htm
http://www.troutnut.com/im_regspec/picture_2418_medium.jpg
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Nemouridae.htm
http://www.pbase.com/tmurray74/image/111459179
http://www.troutnut.com/im_regspec/picture_1644_small.jpg
http://www.pbase.com/image/64461259
http://www.entomology.umn.edu/midge/VSMIVP%20Key/English/Pteronarcyidae.htm
http://bugguide.net/node/view/237153/bgimage
http://animaldiversity.ummz.umich.edu/site/accounts/information/Insecta.html
http://www.waterbugkey.vcsu.edu/php/orderdetails.php?idnum=15
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complete_metamorphosis
http://www.epa.gov/bioindicators/html/caddisflies_hydropsychidae.html
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/tufts
http://www.pbase.com/tmurray74/image/30859505
http://www.epa.gov/bioindicators/html/caddisflies_philopotamidae.html
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/Labrum
http://www.pbase.com/tmurray74/image/113265907
http://www.epa.gov/bioindicators/html/caddisflies_polycentropodidae.html
http://www.pbase.com/tmurray74/image/112457566
http://www.epa.gov/bioindicators/html/caddisflies_psychomyiidae.html
http://www.epa.gov/bioindicators/html/caddisflies_ryacophilidae.html
http://www.troutnut.com/specimen/310


Case-building caddisflies 
6. Brachycentridae (Humpless-case caddisfly): Antennae close to the margins of the head capsule; first two thoracic 

segments with hardened plates; no humps on abdominal segments; gills simple or lacking. Case is elongated and made of 
strips of materials, resembles a log cabin. Clinger; Collector, gatherer, shredder; (L); M (F) [Adult] 

7. Glossosomatidae (Saddle-case caddisfly): First thoracic segment is hardened; hardened plate on top of abdominal 
segments nine.  Case resembles a tortoise shell or saddle. Clinger; Scraper, shredder; (L); VS-M (F) [Adult] 

8. Goeridae (Goerid-case caddisfly): Hardened head, yellow to reddish brown colored; large horn-like structure on the 
thorax.  Case is constructed with sand-grains and small pebbles, usually is slightly curved. Clinger; Scraper (L) (VS-M) 
(F/S) [Adult] 

9. Helicopsychidae (Snail-case caddisfly): Body is curled; all three thoracic segments are hardened; stout hairs at the end of 
the third thoracic segment; gills present on anterior abdominal segments.  Case resembles a snail shell. Clinger; Scraper; 
(L); VS-S (F) 

10. Hydroptilidae (Purse-case caddisfly): All three of their thoracic segments have sclerotized dorsal plates; no gills on the 
abdomen; most commonly build cases with sand, algae, silk or detritus, but the shapes vary considerably. Clinger, 
crawler; Scraper; (M); VS-S (F/S) [Adult] 

11. Lepidostomatidae (Lepidostomid-case caddisfly): Antennae located close to the eyes; lateral hump on abdominal 
segment one; first two thoracic segments hardened; gills simple or lacking; hardened plate on top of abdominal segment 
nine.  Case is usually four-sided built with square pieces of barks and leaves. Clinger, crawler; Shredder; (L); S-M (F) 
[Adult] 

12. Leptoceridae (Longhorn-case caddisfly): Antennae prominent; first two thoracic segments hardened; hind legs are 
usually longer than the front legs; abdominal gills variable.  Cases are built from a variety of materials and vary 
considerably; the most common is a stone/sand case resembling a long tube. Clinger, crawler; Collector, predator; (L); S-
M (F/S) [Adult] 

13. Limnephilidae (Northern-case caddisfly): Antennae between the eyes and the mouth; first two thoracic segments 
hardened; dorsal and lateral humps on first abdominal segment; hardened plate on the top of abdominal segment nine; 
abdominal gills variable.  The cases are built from many kinds of bottom materials and exhibit a wide variety of shapes 
and sizes. Clinger, crawler; Shredder; (L); S-L (F) [Adult] 

14. Molannidae (Hooded-case caddisfly): Two-thirds of the top of the thorax is hardened; tarsal claws on the hind legs 
smaller than the rest and are covered with fine hairs; gills along the abdomen are simple or branched; a hardened plate 
sits atop abdominal segment nine.  The cases are constructed mostly with sand and are shaped like a flattened tube with a 
hood that extends over the opening of the case. Clinger, crawler; Collector, shredder; (M); S-M (S) [Adult] 

15. Phryganeidae (Giant-case caddisfly): Head and portions of the thorax marked with prominent stripes; front part of the 
thorax hardened; dorsal and lateral humps on abdominal segment one; hardened plate on top of abdominal segment nine. 
Builds elongated cases out of plant fragments. Clinger, crawler; Collector, predator; (M); M-L (S) [Adult] 

16. Uenoidae (Uenoid-case caddisfly): The first two thoracic segments are hardened and there are some small plates present 
on the third; abdominal segment one has a hump, and the anterior margin of their mesonotum is notched on either side of 
the midline; cases are variable but usually always constructed with small stones and sand. Clinger, crawler; Scraper; (L); 
S-M (F) [Adult] 

 
Class Insecta; order Lepidoptera (Aquatic moth) 

 

Head hardened; a few families have elongated lateral gills; three pairs of segmented legs attach to the 
thorax; abdomen with prolegs that end in tiny hooks.  They often look very similar to terrestrial 
caterpillars; closely related to Trichoptera. (Holometabolism) Crawler, burrower; Shredder; (M); 3-35 
(S/F) [Adult] 

 

 
Class Insecta; order Odonata; sub-orders Anisoptera (Dragonflies) and Zygoptera (Damselflies) JG 

 

 

Dragonflies: Lower lip (labium) is long and elbowed to fold back against the head when not 
feeding, thus concealing other mouthparts; wing pads are present on the thorax; three pairs of 
segmented legs attach to the thorax; no gills on the sides of the abdomen; Dragonflies have 
three pointed structures may occur at the end of the abdomen forming a pyramid shaped 
opening; bodies are long and stout or somewhat oval.  Damselflies have three flat gills at the 
end of the abdomen forming a tail-like structure and their bodies are long and slender. 
(Hemimetabolism) 

 

Dragonflies 
1. Aeshnidae (Darner dragonfly): Prementum and papal lobes are flattened; six or seven antennal segments present all of a 

similar size. Clinger, crawler; Predator; (L); M-VL (S) [Adult] 
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2. Cordulegastridae (Spiketail dragonfly): Often appear hairy; prementum large, covering much of the underside of the 
head, usually triangular shaped. Clinger, crawler; Predator; (L); M-L (S/F) [Adult] 

3. Gomphidae (Clubtail dragonfly): Body shape variable from long cylindrical to oval and flattened; prementum flattened; 
third antennal segment large and different from the rest. Clinger, crawler; Predator; (M); M-L (S/F) [Adult] 

4. Libellulidae (Skimmer dragonfly): Antennal segments similar in shape and size; prementum and palpal lobes spoon 
shaped or small and rounded. Crawler, burrower; Predator; (H); M-L (S) [Adult] 

Damselflies 
5. Calopterygidae (Broad-wing damselfly): Lower portion of labium is diamond shaped; first antennal segment longer than 

all the others together; middle gills shorter than the lateral two; no visible veins on the gills. Clinger, crawler; Predator; 
(M); M-L (S/F) [Adult] 

6. Coenagrionidae (Narrow-wing damselfly): Slender but slightly more stout bodied than most damselflies; labium 
triangular shaped; antennal segments same length; gills same length, veins radiate diagonally. Clinger, crawler; Predator; 
(H); M-L (S) [Adult] 

7. Lestidae (Spread-wing damselfly): Long and slender bodied; labium stalked and spoon shaped; all gills similar in shape 
with perpendicular veins. Clinger, crawler; Predator; (H); M-L (S) [Adult] 

 
Class Insecta; order Coleoptera (Beetles) JG 

 
 

Head has thick hardened skin; thorax and abdomen of most adult families have moderately 
hardened skin, several larvae have a soft-skinned abdomen; no wing pads on the thorax in most 
larvae, but wing pads are usually visible on adults; three pairs of segmented legs attach to the 
thorax; no structures or projections extent from the sides of the abdomen in most adult families, 
but some larval stages have flat plates or filaments; no prolegs or long tapering filaments at the  

 

end of the abdomen. Beetles are one of the most diverse and abundant of the insect groups but are not as common in aquatic 
environments. (Holometabolism) 
1. Chrysomelidae (Reed beetle): The body is soft; three-pairs of segmented legs attached to the thorax and two hooks on the 

lower end of the abdomen. Crawler; collector/gatherer; (H); S-M (S) [Adult] 
2. Dryopidae (Long-toed beetle): Adults are hard bodied with very short comb-like antennae.  The family is similar in 

appearance to the adult riffle beetle.  The larva  of this beetle is not aquatic but may be found in the splash zone. Clinger, 
crawler; Shredder; (M); VS-S (F/S) 

3. Dytiscidae (Predacious diving beetle): Legs have five-segments and two-claws on the end; abdomen terminates into a 
pair of filaments.  [Adult] slender antennae; hind coxae extends posterior dividing the first abdominal segment into two 
sections. Swimmer, crawler; Predator; (M); VS-VL (S) 

4. Elmidae (Riffle beetle): Legs with four segments and a single claw; nine abdominal segments some with a cavity that 
protect the hind gills.  [Adult] hard bodied, slender sometimes clubbed antennae; the forewings have numerous rows of 
indentations; legs long compared to body. Clinger, crawler; Scraper, shredder; (M); VS-S (F) 

5. Gyrinidae (Whirligig beetle): Two claws of each leg, legs with five segments; ten abdominal segments with pairs of 
lateral filaments.  [Adult] compound eyes, which appear divided into pairs; antennae clubbed; mid and hind legs paddle-
like. Swimmer, crawler; Predator; (M); S-L (S/F) 

6. Haliplidae (Crawling water beetle): Legs with five segments and a single claw; abdomen terminates into long filaments; 
some have many long slender filaments along the entire length of the body. [Adult] antennae long and slender; forewings 
have many indentations; legs lined with small hairs for swimming. Swimmer, crawler; Shredder; (H); S-M (S) 

7. Hydrophilidae (Water scavenger beetle): Large mandibles; legs with four segments and a single claw; end of the 
abdomen usually blunt.  [Adult] antennae clubbed with cup-like segments at the base; hind coxae (joined base) do not 
extend or divide the abdomen. Swimmer, crawler; Predator; (H); VS-VL (S) 

8. Ptilodactylidae (Toe-wing beetle): Legs with four segments and a single claw; abdomen has ventral gills.  Very similar in 
appearance to the riffle beetle larva. The adult is not aquatic but is sometimes found near the stream.  Clinger, crawler; 
Scraper, shredder; (M); VS-S (F/S) [Adult] 

9. Psephenidae (Water penny): Body flattened with thoracic and abdominal segments expanded so that the legs and head are 
obscured from above; legs terminate into a single claw.  The adult is semi-aquatic, sometimes encountered near the 
stream. Clinger, crawler; Scraper; (L); VS-M (F) 
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Class Insecta; order Hemiptera (True bugs) 

 

The most distinguishing characteristic of the order is the mouthparts that are modified into an elongated, 
sucking beak.  Most adults have hemelytra, which are modified leathery forewings.  Some adults and all 
larvae lack wings; both most mature larvae posses wing pads.  Both adults and larvae have three-pairs of 
segmented legs with two tarsal claws at the end of each leg. Many families are able to also utilize 
atmospheric oxygen.  This order is generally not used for the biological assessment of flowing waters, due 
to their ability to use atmospheric oxygen.  Several families are described. (Hemimetabolism) 

 

Surface 
1. Gerridae/Veliidae (Water striders): Variable body shape; cylindrical beak; rear legs extend well beyond the tip of the 

abdomen. Swimmer; Predator; (H); VS-M (S) 
2. Corixidae (Water boatman): Broad triangular beak; forelegs are scoop-like and fringed with hairs; antennae are short and 

concealed beneath the eyes. Swimmer; Predator; (H); VS-M (S) 
3. Notonectidae (Backswimmer): Body cylindrical; antennae are short and concealed beneath the eyes; hind legs are oar-

like; hind tarsal claws inconspicuous. Swimmer; Predator; (H); M (S) 
Sub-surface 
4. Belostomatidae (Giant water bug): Large oval body; antennae are short and concealed beneath the eyes; raptorial front 

legs. Swimmer/clinger; Predator; (H); M-VL (S) 
5. Hydrometridae (Water measurer): Body slender and elongated; antennae longer than the head; head usually longer than 

the thorax; legs are long and slender, each with two claws. Clinger, crawler; Predator; (H); S-M (S) 
6. Nepidae (Water scorpion): Body long and cylindrical; antennae are small and concealed beneath the eyes; forelegs are 

raptorial other legs are long and slender; abdomen terminates into a long breathing appendage. Clinger, crawler; Predator; 
(H); M-L (S) 

 
Class Insecta; order Megaloptera (Hellgrammites and Alderflies) JG 

 

 

Head and thorax has thick hardened skin, while the abdomen has thin soft skin; prominent 
chewing mouthparts project in front of the head; no wing pads on the thorax; three pairs of 
segmented legs attach to the thorax; seven or eight pairs of stout tapering filaments extend 
from the abdomen; end of the abdomen has either a pair of prolegs with two claws on each 
proleg, or a single long tapering filament with no prolegs. (Holometabolism) 

 

1. Corydalidae (Hellgrammite/Fishfly): Elongate dorsally flattened body; large jaws on the head, projecting forward; first 
eight abdominal segments and segment ten with paired lateral filaments; abdomen terminates in fleshy appendages 
bearing hooks. Clinger, crawler; Predator; (L); M-VL (F) [Adult] 

2. Sialidae (Alderfly): Elongate dorsally flattened body; large jaws on the head, projecting forward; first seven abdominal 
segments and segment ten with paired lateral filaments; abdomen terminates into a single long hairy filament. Crawler, 
burrower; Predator; (M); S-L (S/F) [Adult] 

 
Class Insecta; order Collembola (Springtails) 

 

Abdomen consisting of six segments, the first having collophores; abdomen terminates into a forked 
appendage.  Has a habit of jumping on the surface of the water.  Swimmer, crawler; Collector, 
gatherer; (M); VS (S) (Holometabolism) 

 

 
Class Insecta; order Diptera (True flies) JG 

 

 

Head may be a capsule-like structure with thick hard skin; head may be partially reduced so 
that it appears to be part of the thorax, or it may be greatly reduced with only the mouthparts 
visible; no wing pads occur on the thorax; false-legs (pseudo-legs) may extend from various 
sections of the thorax and abdomen in some families; no segmented legs in the larval forms; 
thorax and abdomen composed of entirely soft skin, but some families have hardened plates  

 

scattered on various body features. Note: the larval stages do not have segmented legs  (Holometabolism) 
Midges/mosquitoes 
1. Blephariceridae (Net-wing midge): Head fused with thorax and first abdominal segment; six abdominal segments with 

deep constrictions between segments; gill tufts present ventrally. Clinger; Scraper; (L); VS-S (F) [Adult] 
2. Ceratopogonidae (Biting midge): Variable characteristics occur in this family, often similar in appearance to 

Chironomidae; usually a distinct head is visible with small mandibles. Crawler, burrower; Predator; (H); VS-M (F/S)  
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3. Chironomidae (Non-biting midge); Hardened clearly visible head; long worm-like body; two pairs of prolegs with 
terminal hooks. Some families may be red in color due to a hemoglobin-like compound. Crawler, burrower; Collector, 
gatherer, predator; (H); VS-L (F/S) [Adult] 

4. Culicidae (Mosquito): Head hardened and separate from the thorax; brush-like setae near the labrum (upper-lip); thorax is 
fused and swollen and wider than the abdomen. Swimmer; Collector, gatherer, filterer; (H); VS-M (S) [Adult] 

5. Dixidae (Dixid midge): Head hardened and rounded; prolegs terminate in hooks on abdominal segment one and two; 
abdomen terminates into two lobes fringed with hairs. Crawler, burrower; Collector, gatherer; (M); VS-M (S/F) [Adult] 

6. Syrphidae (Rat-tailed maggot): Head blunt or reduced and withdrawn into the thorax; 7 prolegs; abdomen terminates into 
a very long respiratory tube.  Crawler, burrower; Collector, gatherer; (H); VS-M (S) [Adult] 

Flies 
7. Athericidae (Watersnipe fly): Body long (caterpillar-like); head reduced but may be visible; prolegs on most abdominal 

segments; abdomen ends in a fringed tail.  The family is often green in color. Clinger, crawler; Predator; (L); S-M (F) 
[Adult] 

8. Empididae (Dance fly): Body elongated; head reduced or pulled into the thorax; prolegs present on most abdominal 
segments; prolegs longer on segment eight; abdomen is blunt on the end or terminates in welts. Crawler, burrower; 
Predator; (H); VS-M (S/F) [Adult] 

9. Muscidae (Muscid fly): Anterior portion of the body tapered, posterior is blunt; head reduced or withdrawn into thorax; 
whelps on abdominal segments; abdomen terminates into a pair of respiratory tubes. Predator; (H); (S-M); (S/F) [Adult] 

10. Psychodidae (Moth fly): Head hardened, rounded and separate from the thorax; body segments with two to three 
secondary divisions (annuli) often having hardened plates. Burrower; Collector, gatherer; (H); VS-S (S) [Adult] 

11. Ptychopteridae (Phantom cranefly): Head hardened and rounded; prolegs present on abdominal segments one through 
three, terminating with claws; abdomen terminates into a long respiratory tube. Crawler, burrower; Collector, gatherer; 
(H); M (S) [Adult] 

12. Simuliidae (Black fly): Head hardened and rounded bearing a pair of labral fans (mouth brushes); prolegs on lower 
thorax; lower third of the abdomen is swollen (vase-like) and terminates in a ring of hooks. Clinger; Collector, filterer; 
(M); VS-M (F) [Adult] 

13. Stratiomyidae (Solider fly): Body is flattened dorsally with a leathery feel; head is reduced but visible; thorax is broader 
than the head; spiracles at the end of the abdomen for breathing. Swimmer, burrower; Collector, gatherer; (H); S-L (S) 
[Adult] 

14. Tabanidae (Horse fly): Body spindle shape both ends tapered; head reduced usually not visible; creeping welts with small 
hooks present on abdominal segments one through seven; no prolegs. Crawler, burrower; Predator; (H); M-VL (S/F) 
[Adult] 

15. Tipulidae (Crane fly): Rounded head capsule, often reduced and barely visible; ventral welts on some abdominal 
segments; abdomen terminates into a disc surrounded by lobes or tentacle-like projections of varying shapes. Crawler, 
burrower; Shredder, predator; (M); VS-VL (F/S) [Adult] 

 
Class Insecta; order Neuroptera (Spongillaflies) 

 

Antennae long and multi-segmented; jaws long and needle-like; body covered in tiny hairs (seta); has a pair 
of hardened plates on the thorax and each abdominal segment.  They are associated with freshwater sponges, 
found on the outside or in the canals of the sponge. (Holometabolism) Clinger; Piercer; (U); VS-S (S) 

 

 
Class Arachnida; order Trombidiformes; family Hydrachnidae (Water mites) 

 

Four-pairs of segmented legs; one-pair of pedipalps; body is rounded and appears to consist entirely of an 
abdomen without segments.  When captured will move very rapidly in a circular pattern. Click-here to 
view the life cycle. Swimmer, crawler; Predator; (M); S-M (F/S) 

 

 
Sub-phylum (class) Crustacea (Crayfish, Shrimp, Scuds and Sowbugs) JG 

 

More than three pairs of legs (> 6) attached to the thorax; the first several pairs of legs 
may have a hinged claw, which is often enlarged as in the order Decapoda; bodies 
strongly flattened from top to bottom or from side to side; abdomen consists of 
individual segments or the segments may be fused to form a thoracic shield; some kinds 
have a broad flipper on the end of the abdomen. 
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Order Amphipoda 
1. Gammaridae (Sideswimmer/Scud): Having a shrimp-like appearance; body flattened from side to side; one pairs of 

antennae of equal length; seven-pairs of walking legs, first two are claw-like the remaining legs are simple.  Has a habit 
of swimming sideways. Crawler, swimmer; Collector, gatherer; (M); S-M (F) 

Order Decapoda 
2. Cambaridae (Crayfish): Body mostly dorsally flattened; two-pairs of antennae one longer than the other; five-pairs of 

legs, first three-pairs with hinged claws and the first pair of claws are greatly enlarged; abdomen terminates in a flipper-
like structure. Crawler, burrower; Collector, gatherer; (M); M-VL (S/F) 

3. Palaemonidae (Freshwater shrimp): Cephalothorax and abdomen cylindrical with some side-to-side flattening; 5-pairs of 
walking legs the first two have claws, which are not enlarged; abdomen terminates in a flipper-like structure. Crawler, 
swimmer; Scraper, collector; (M); M-VL (S) 

Order Isopoda 
4. Asellidae (Aquatic sowbug): Body dorsally flattened; two-pairs of antennae one longer than the other; seven-pairs of 

legs, the first is claw-like and slightly enlarged, and the others have a simple pointed claw.  Looks similar in appearance 
to its terrestrial cousin, the pill bug. Crawler, burrower; Collector, gatherer; (H); S-M (S/F) 

 
Non-Arthropod Groups 
 
Class Gastropoda; sub-classes Prosobranchia (Operculate snails) and Pulmonata (Non-operculate snails) JG 

 

Operculate snails have a flat lid-like structure called an operculum that can seal the body of the snail inside 
the shell; the whorls of the shell bulge out distinctively to the sides (inflated); most have their opening on the 
right when the narrow (dextral) end is held up; shells often extended into a spiral shape.  Non-operculate 
snails have no operculum; the whorls of the shell do not distinctly bulge out to the sides; often the shells of 
most kinds are shaped like a low flat cone or coiled flat instead of being extended in a spiral shape.  For more 

 

information and images visit Marshall University’s Aquatic Snails of West Virginia website. 
Operculate snails 
1. Bithyniidae (Bithynid snail): Shell is whorled and bulges out to the side (inflated); opens to the right when the narrow 

end is held up; usually a small shell, sometimes colored or having a mottled pattern; gills sometimes visible. Clinger, 
crawler; Scraper; (M) VS-M (F/S) 

2. Hydrobiidae (Pebble snail): Shell is whorled and bulges out to the side (inflated); opens to the right when the narrow end 
is held up.  The family is very diverse in shell size and shape; shell shape can range from conical (cone-like) to spherical 
(rounded). Clinger, crawler; Scraper; (L) S-L (F) 

3. Pleuroceridae (Rock snail): Shell is spiraled and whorled but does not budge out to the side (flattened); opens to the right 
when the narrow end is held up; operculum is smaller than most others and can be pulled into the shell. Clinger, crawler; 
Scraper; (L) S-L (F) 

4. Viviparidae (Viviparid snail): Shell is whorled and bulges out to the side (inflated); opens to the right when the narrow 
end is held up; operculum has concentric lines, which are slightly off-center. Clinger, crawler; Scraper; (M) S-L (S) 

Non-operculate snails 
5. Ancylidae (Limpet): Shell shaped like a low flat cone; no operculum. Clinger, burrower; Scraper; (H) VS-M (F) 
6. Planorbidae (Orb snail): Shell is coiled flat instead of extended in a spiral; no operculum. Clinger, burrower; Scraper; 

(M) S-L (S/F) 
7. Physidae (Left-handed snail): Shell is high, spiraled, with a slight bulge; opens to the left when the narrow end is held up; 

no operculum. Clinger, crawler; Scraper; (H) S-L (S/F) 
 
Class Bivalvia (Clams and Mussels) JG 

 

 

Two shells opposite of each other and strongly connected by a hinged ligament; the shell is 
thick and strong or thin and fragile in some kinds; growth rings on the shell are either far apart 
and are distinctly raised, or very close together and hardly raised at all; the foot usually consists 
of two tubular structures that can often be seen protruding from the shell; the body is soft 
tissue, often pinkish or gray in color. 

 

Clams 
1. Corbiculidae (Asian clam): Shell is rounded; brown in color usually lighter than mussels; raised separated ridges along 

the top and sides of the shell. Clinger, burrower; Collector, filterer; (M); VS-VL (S/F) 
2. Sphaeriidae (Pea clam): Shell is very small and rounded; light colored; ridges spaced close together, not raised. Clinger, 

burrower; Collector, filterer; (M); VS-M (S/F) 
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Mussels 
3. Dreissenidae (Zebra mussel): Zebra mussels get their name from the striped pattern of their shells, though not all shells 

bear this pattern; usually about fingernail size but can grow to a maximum length of nearly two inches; often they can be 
found in large colonies attached to a variety of objects (Invasive species). (M); VS-M (S) 

4. Unionidae (Mussel): Largest of the bivalves; shell usually dark in color, variable in shape but maybe somewhat oblong; 
has many indentations and ridges on the tops and sides of the shell. Clinger, burrower; Collector, filterer; (L); VS-VL 
(S/F) 

 
Phylum Annelida (Leeches and Worms) JG 

 

Body is soft, muscular and cylindrical in shape; body consists of many similar, round ring-like 
segments arranged in rows; numerous segments along the entire length, number often depends upon 
the order or family.  Leeches have distinct suckers situated on the bottom of the body, one at the front 
and one at the rear. 

 

Leeches 
1. Hirudinea (Leech): Body dorsally flattened with 34 segments, which are divided so there appears to be more; suction 

disks present on one or both ends; eyespots may be present. Crawler, burrower; Predator, parasite; (H); S-VL (S/F) 
Worms 
2. Oligochaeta (Aquatic worm): Body elongated (worm-like); divided into many segments most having bundles of small 

hairs; no eyespots or suckers present. Aquatic earthworms are common in riffles; however wetlands have a much wider 
variety from this group (i.e. Naidid worms, Tubiflex worms etc.)  Crawler, burrower; Collector, gatherer; (H); VS-VL 
(S/F) 

3. Nematoda (Round worm): Worm-like; no segmentation; body usually translucent or having a pale coloration. Crawler, 
burrower; Collector, gatherer; (H); VS-M (S) 

4. Nematomorpha (Horsehair worm): Body very long and slender; no segments. Burrower; Parasite, predator; (H); VL (S) 
 
Class Turbellaria (Flatworms) JG 

 

Soft-elongated body flattened from top to bottom; no individual segments; digestive track with 
only one opening which functions both as the mouth and anus; mouth usually on the bottom side 
positioned about one-fifth to the length of the body; sides of the body constricted towards the 
front forming a head that is often somewhat triangular shaped; two eyespots situated on top of the 

 

head gives the animal a cross-eyed appearance. Most families can withstand high nutrient and organic enrichment, but some 
are very sensitive to toxics. Crawler, burrower; Collector, gatherer; (H); VS-L (S/F) 
 
Class Spongilla (Freshwater sponge) 

 

Sponges are delicate in structure, growing as encrusting or branching masses; usually appear greenish 
because of the algae that live on them. Freshwater sponges may attain a volume of more than 2,500 cubic 
centimeters (150 cubic inches). The larva of the Spongilla fly lives as a parasite on freshwater sponges. 
(U); S-L (S) 

 

 
Class Hydrozoa (Freshwater jellyfish) 

 

Usually small and bell-shaped; tentacles of varying lengths protrude from the margins of the 
velum; is often translucent with a whitish or greenish tinge.  Swimmer, clinger; Collector, 
predator; (U); VS-S (S) 

 

 
Glossary: This glossary includes select terminology used here, and it also includes other terms often associated with the 
description of aquatic invertebrates.   
 
1. Abdomen: The third main division of the body; behind the head and thorax. 
2. Anterior: In front (before). 
3. Apical: Near or pertaining to the end of any structure, part of the structure that is farthest from the body. 
4. Basal: Pertaining to the end of any structure that is nearest to the body. 
5. Burrower: Animal that uses a variety of structures designed for moving and burrowing into sand and silt, or building 

tubes within loose substrate. 
6. Carapace: The hardened part of some arthropods that spreads like a shield over several segments of the head and thorax. 
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7. Caudal filament: Threadlike projection at the end of the abdomen, like a tail. 
8. Clinger: Animal that uses claws or hooks to cling to the surfaces or rocks, plants or other hard surfaces and often moves 

slowly along these surfaces. 
9. Concentric: A growth pattern on the opercula of some gastropods, marked by a series of circles that lie entirely within 

each other; compare multi-spiral and pauci-spiral. 
10. Crawler: An animal, whose main means of locomotion is moving slowly along the bottom, usually has some type of 

hooks, claws or specially designed feet to help hold them to surfaces. 
11. Detritus: Disintegrated or broken up mineral or organic material. 
12. Dextral: The curvature of a gastropod shell where the opening is visible on the right when the spire is pointed up. 
13. Distal: Near or toward the free end of any appendage; that part farthest from the body. 
14. Dorsal: Pertaining to, or situated on the back or top, especially of the thorax and abdomen. 
15. Elytra: Hardened shell-like mesothoraic wings of adult beetles (Coleoptera). 
16. Femur: The leg section between the tibia and coxa of Arthropoda, comparable to an upper arm or thigh. 
17. Flagellum: A small fingerlike or whip-like projection. 
18. Gill: Any structure especially adapted for the exchange of dissolved gases between animal and a surrounding liquid. 
19. Glossae: A lobe or lobes front and center on the labium; in Plecoptera, the lobes are between the paraglossae. 
20. Hemimetabolism: incomplete metamorphosis. 
21. Holometabolism: complete metamorphosis. 
22. Labium: Lower mouthpart of an arthropod, like a jaw or lip. 
23. Labrum: Upper mouthpart of an arthropod consisting of a single usually hinged plate above the mandibles. 
24. Lateral: Feature or marking located on the side of a body or other structure. 
25. Ligula: Forming the ventral wall of an arthropod’s oral cavity. 
26. Lobe: A rounded projection or protuberance. 
27. Mandibles: The first pair of jaws in insects. 
28. Maxillae: The second pair of jaws in insects. 
29. Multi spiral: A growth pattern on the opercula of some gastropods marked by several turns from the center to the edge. 
30. Operculum: A lid or covering structure, like a door to an opening. 
31. Palpal lobes: The grasping pinchers at the end of the Odonata lower jaw. 
32. Pauci-spiral: A growth pattern on the opercula of some gastropods marked by few turns from the center to the edge. 
33. Periphyton: Algae and associated organisms that live attached to underwater surfaces. 
34. Posterior: Behind; opposite of anterior. 
35. Proleg: Any projection appendage that serves for support locomotion or attachment. 
36. Prothorax: The first thoracic segment closest to the head. 
37. Rostrum: A beak or beak-like mouthpart. 
38. Sclerite: A hardened area of an insect body wall, usually surrounded by softer membranes. 
39. Seta (pl. setae): Hair like projection. 
40. Sinistral: The curvature of a gastropod shell where the opening is seen on the left when the spire is pointed up. 
 

Functional feeding groups are a classification approach that is 
based on behavioral mechanisms of food acquisition rather
taxonomic group. The same general behavioral mechanisms in 
different species can result in the ingestion of a wide range of food 
items. The benefit of this method is that instead of hundreds of 
different taxa to be studied, a small number of groups of organisms 
can be studied collectively based on the way they function and 
process energy in the stream ecosystem. Individuals are categorized 
based on their mechanisms for obtaining food and the particle size 
of the food, and not specifically on what they are eating. This 
method of analysis avoids the relatively non- informative necessity 
to classify the majority of aquatic insect taxa as omnivores and it 
establishes linkages to basic aquatic food resource categories, 
coarse particulate organic matter (CPOM), and fine particulate 
organic matter (FPOM), which require different adaptations for 
their exploitation.  The major functional feeding groups are: (1) 

 than 

Scrapers (grazers) consume algae and associated material; (2) 
Shredders consume leaf litter or other CPOM, including wood;  
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(3) Collectors and gatherers collect FPOM from the stream bottom; (4) Filterers collect FPOM from the water column using a 
variety of filters; and (5) Predators feed on other consumers. A sixth category includes species that do not fit neatly into the 
other categories such as parasites and piercers. It is important to keep in mind that many kinds of invertebrates use a variety 
of food acquisition methods. 
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